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sint hei, tua quei s6rte terrae huic impersnt, 
regbntque nos felicibus ex voteis sueis. 
L. Aurelius L. f. Pal.. Rufus primopilaris leg. xiii. 

militavit ......... azcspiciis imp. Caesaris . . .  
IV. 

Incola Tifatae, venatibus incluta Virgo, 
haw, Latona, tuis statuit miracula templis 
cunctis notiis homo, silvarum cultor et ipse, 
laudibus inmensis vitae qui servat honorem, 

5 Delmatius signo, prisco de nomine Laetus : 
credo quidem donum nullis hoc antea natum 
collibus aut silvis-tantum caput explicat umbris 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . .  quae verum --um 
# x * x 

IV. In the National Museum at Naples : see Hermea 1, p. 156-169. 5 signo 
‘6 with his assumed name :” see Mommsen 1. 1. p. 158. 

XVII1.-MISCELLANEA CELTICA, BY THE L A T E  
R. T. SIEGFRIED. COLLECTED, ALKRANGED, AND 

EDITED BY WHITLEY STOKES. 
MORE thau a year ago, Dr. Todd, of Dublin, sent me a box 

containing most of the MS. remains of my deceased friend 
Siegfried, professor of Sanskrit and comparative philology in 
the Irish University. The papers, which consist of over 
three thousand fragments, of all sizes, written in many 
characters and languages, and some in peucil uow almost 
illegible, were in great confusion; and it was not t,ill the 
autumn of 1 8 6 6 f o u r  years after his death-that I had 
leisure to decipher and arrange them. 

On Sanskrit, Siegfried left the following :-(1) Notes on 
Phnini. (2) Notes on the Vkkasanbyi Prktighkhya. (3) Notes 
on the Rik prbtipiikhya. (4) Notes on Vedic Grammar: phone- 
tics, declension, verb and accent. ( 5 )  Notes on the Atharvaveda, 
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ix. 8. (6) Notes on the PaiiGatantra. (7) Notes on qakuntall. 
(8) Lecture 011 the Vedas in two recensions, both imperfect. 
(9) Vedica: (a) Vedische Literatur, ( b )  Volk des Veda, (c )  Lehre 
und Glaube des Veda. (10) Smskrit  Literatur, nach Dr. A. 
Weber, Berlin, 1849 : these are apparently notes of lectures 
delivered by Professor Weber, of whom Siegfried was, I be- 
lieve, a pupil. (11) Notes for lectures on Sanskrit grammar : 
These were prepared for Siegfried‘s class in the University. 
(12) Short Sanskrit vocabulary. (13) Translation of twenty- 
nine hymns from the Rig  Veda. (14) Three qlokas of R. V. 
vi. 75. (14) Translation of Atharvaveda ii. 33. (15) Trans- 
lation (in English) of Cakuntalb. 

On Zend, there is a large body of grammat id  notes. 
On Greek : Notes on Greek phonetics. On Latin : Notes 

on Latin phonetics and Latin suffixes. On both languages: 
copious notes for a treatise which was to be called ‘‘ An Intro- 
duction to Compai-ative Philology for Classical Students.” 

There are also notes on Old Prussian and Lithuanian ; 
notes on Anglo-Saxon ; notes on the history of English pro- 
nunciation. 

A MS. entitled, ‘‘ The Indo-European Unity : sketch of 
the results of Ropp’s science of comparative grammar.” 

Notes, entitled (‘ Japetis :” so Siegfried called what Pictet 
terms ‘‘ Origines Indo-Europkennes.” 

Lastly, his Celtic papers, which consist of a great number 
of letters written to me during the years 1858-1861, and of 
the following :-(1) Notes on Celtic gods. (2) Alphabetical 
list of Gaulish gods. (3) “ On some names of deities among 
the Celts,” an essay. (4) List of Welah mythological names. 
(5) Gaulish inscriptions. (6) Notes on the Dontaurios in- 
scription. (7) Alphabetical list of Old Celtic names of persons 
and places. (8) Notes on the formulae of Marcellus. (9) 
Kotes on my “ Irish Glosses,” Dublin, 1860. (10) Nates on 
the Old Irish verb. (11) Notes on the preface to  the 
edition of Cormac’s glossary in Three Irish Glossaries, Lon- 
don, 1862. (12) Extracts from the Book of Armagh, the 
Brehon Laws, and other Irish MSS. (13) Proposals for the 
compilation of an Jrish Thesaurus by Curry and O’Donovan. 
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(14) Notes on Zeuss, Gluck, Ebel; drawn up for O’Donovan. 
(15) Notes on the Juvencus glosses. (16) Remarks on my 
notes to the Cornish poem of the Passion. 

Besides these, the deceased scholar left behind him-(1) 
An interleaved copy of O’Reilly’s Irish Dictionary, crowded 
with additions and corrections. This is now in the possession 
of his successor, Dr. Lottner. (2) -4n interleaved copy of 
Pughe’s Welsh Dictionary ; this, I believe, is in the posses- 
sion of Siegfried‘s father, a Judge at Dessau. (3) An inter- 
leaved copy of Zeuss’ Grammatica Celtica, with many anno- 
tations. Dr. Lottner has this. Outside the circle of the Indo- 
European languages, Siegfried possessed some Hebrew. H e  
had also earnestly studied Finnish, and I remember that he 
showed me once some payers containing extracts and trans- 
lat<ions, in his handwriting, of a poem in that language, which 
I presume was the Kalevala. I cannot say what has become 
of these papers. 

So far as I know, Siegfried himself published nothing in his 
own name. Daring enough in private speculation, and frank in 
his intercourse with friends, he was strangely averse to commu- 
nicate to the world the results of his ingenuity and untiring 
industry. H e  felt a fear, not altogether groundless, that the self- 
confidence of some of the members of the new school of philology 
would bring back their science into the contempt from which it 
was rescued by Bopp and his immediate followers. “Take care,” 
he wrote to me once, “ t h a t  we are not acting like the older 
men, but without their excuse of ignorance-butchering words 
and forms, only with sharper knives.” H e  was, however, the 
author of two excellent papers in the Saturday Review, one 
a review of Gliick’s Keltische .Numen,’ the other an article on 
Pictet’s Origines hdo-Ezcropkennes. H e  allowed me, niore- 
over, to publish as his, the etymology of duine ‘ homo’ in the 
Irish Glosses, NO. 89; of fkith, ib. No. 99 ; of’ cicce ‘ nepos,’ ib. 
p. 68, n. ; of the names in -gus, ib. No, 352; of the W. iawn, 
ib. No. 682; of Ir. t?n ‘ avis,’ ib. No. 746 ; of da ‘ less,’ ib. No. 
758 ; of imb ‘ butter’ (Skr. ah j i )  ib. No. 784 (cf. the Wallachian 
lemb? from Zingua); of the Gaulish Xogounos (= Skr. mag- 

’ Printed as a Supplement to this Paper. 
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haaan), ib. No. 952 ; of stitche ‘ wife,’ ib. No. 1073 : his explana- 
tion of the Welsh comparatives, ib. No. 1133; and.of the 
Irish verbal relative forms, ib. No. 1071 ; his translation of the 
Gaulish inscriptions to the Nismes Mothers, ib. p. 100 n., and 
to Belesama, Beitrage zur vergl. sprachf. i. 451 ; his ingenious 
hypothesis as to the Tareos trigaranzts, ib. 473 ; his discovery 
of the original s in anlaut of the Irish relative and of the 
pronoun, ib. 470, 336 ; his explanation of the dat. sg. of the 
neuter n-stems, ib. 452 ; his comparison of triath ‘ sea,’ gen. 
trCthan, with Tpirwv,  Thradtnbna, Traitana, etc. (with which 
Mr. Matthew Arnold has erroneously credited the writer), 
i6. 472 and in Three Irish Glossaries, pref. xix j his beautiful 
identification of the Old Ir. t-dnac ‘ I  came,’ with the Skr. 
cinahha, Beitr. ii. 396; his recognition, in Irish, of the old 
future in -syZimi, Beitr. iii. 51 ; his observation of the loss of 
the suffix of the positive in the Celtic comparatives, Beitr. 
iv. 403, and Three Irish Glossaries pref. p. xxx.; his ex- 
planation of the Old Welsh nemhsunaur, Beitr. iv. 417 ; his 
etymology of the Lat. Zaurus, originally an u-stem, for 
*daurus=6pk, dciru, triu, see the Play of the Sacrament, 
Glossarial Index, S.V. laurelle ; his connexion of 0. Ir. art 
‘god; etc. with Skr. rta, and of Brigit, ‘the goddess 
whom poets worshipped,’ Brigantia, Brigant& with brah- 
man ‘prayer; ’ see Three Irish Glossanks, xxxiii. j1 his 
reference of the O.Ir. clam, W. cliift Corn. c la f i  to the Skr. 
root klum (Note to my edition of the Cornish Passion, 2 5 , i )  ; 
his connection of O.Ir. ctz’le ‘ socius,’ ‘ servus,’ with Skr. bar 
?T&, ge-fahrte. ib. 179, 3, and of the Lat. n4dzcs for *gnisdzcs 
with Slav. gnizdo, ydvor, Skr. nlda for *gnbhda, ih. 206, 1. 
His connection of Skr. cdshpa ‘tear’ with Goth. abpjan, A.s. 
&pan, Engl. weep, was also published by Lottner, (Kuhn’s 
Zeits. xi. 186). 

Besides this list, which might be lengthened, there is 
scarcely an article in my Irish Glosses which is not indebted 
to Siegfried for some addition or correction. I n  particular, 
almost all the comparisons of Welsh words in that book- 

been in O.Lr. a fern. il-stem Bngte, which is nearer Br@u=t&z. 
1 Cf. also Brhaspati ‘lord of prayer.’ a Vedic god. There seems to have 
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about 540 in number-are due to him.‘ The acknowledgement 
of his help at p. 132 is no mere complimentary expression. 

Since Sie,&ied’s death Lottner has published Siegfried’s 
reading and translation of the Gaulish inscription on the silver 
amulet found at Poitiers, and of which a fac-simile is given 
opposite p. 170 of the Beilraege, vol. 3. This publication has 
been reviewed favourably by Ebel (Beitr. iv. 252) and by 
‘ J.’ (Ferdinand Just i  1)  in Benfep’s Occident u. Orient, ii. 
670. Nevertheless, I can here only follow Siegfried par- 
tially, and take this opportunity of giving what, as at present 
advised, I believe to be the true reading and translation of 
the inscription, printing the Latin vocables in italics, separat- 
ing the words, and punctuating :- 

Bis : Dontaurion anala. bis : Dontaurion deanala. bis, 
bis : dontaurion datalages. aim danima. vim spaternam asta. 
magi ars secuta te Justina, quam peperit 8arra. 
“ Breathe at Dontaurios [‘ germ-destroyer’] : breathe away 

Dontaurios:2 accuse the Dontaurii [thus far I follow Sieg- 
fried] : strengthen strength : aid thou (0 Justina !) the 
paternal (i.e. thy  husband’s) strength : the magician’s art has 
followed thee, Justine, whom Sarra brought forth.” 

The verb dafalages I take to be the 2d sg. imperat. middle 
(here used actively) of an i8-stem identical in root and meaning 
with the Old-Welsh datolaham (gl. lego) Z. 1078. Danima 
seems the 2d sg. imperat. act. of a denominative formed from 
the root of Ir. dana ‘fortis’as &v-~-p60 from the root AN. 
paternam is the Latin paternam with the strengthened anlad 
so  common in the Romance languages. See Diez, Gram. 
i. 327, 442 ; and compare 0. Ir. scipar from %-piper ‘ pepper,’ 
M. Hret. sclacc ‘ ice’ from glacies, Corn. squenip (gl. incestus) 
from French guenipe. Asta seems the 2d sg. imperat. act. of 
the Latin verb asto, which occasionally takes an accusative. 
The charm is a spell against female barrenness, not male 
impotency. 

1 Aa a neo-keltic soholar, Siegfried was strongest in Welsh. Irish phoneties 
Of Cornish and Breton he knew little more 

a Compare Rv. i. 33, 9, translated by Muir : ‘6 Thou, Indra. with the believers, 
With the priests, thou didst bhtu away the 

and inflection he knew thoroughly, 
than Z e w  had given. 

didst blow against the unbelievers. 
Dasyu.” 
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I was bitterly disappointed to find that, with the exception 
of the literal translation of (;akuntalb, and some of the ver- 
sions of Vedic hymns, not one of the papers above catalogued 
was ready, or nearly ready, for publication. It remained, then, 
only to go through them, carefully extracting all that  was new 
and true, or possibly true, and printing those extracts with 
the utmost faithfulness. The first result of my editorial 
labours is now published. Much of mere conjecture will be 
found therein ; somewhat, too, from Siegfried’s older papers, 
which newer lights would have led him to cancel; but, in the 
present state of our knowledge of the Celtic languages, and 
especially of Gauliih, all scholars will agree with Ebel (Beitr. 
iv. 253), that every attempt, by ao competent investigator w 
Siegfried, to clear up the darkness, should be received with 
gratitude. As J. voa Muller said, ‘&die wahrheit ruht in 
Gott, uns bleibt das forschen.” 

CALCUTTA, 6th February, 1867. 
w. s. 

I N  TANAISE ARTE‘NE FOR L I G E  M’ANAM- 
CHARAT, INS0 81’s. 

CONTENTS: I. Notes on Old Celtic mythology. 11. Notes 
on Old Irish mythology. 111. Notes on Welsh mythology. 
IV. Old Celtic words and names. V. Old Irish etymologies. 
VI. Welsh etymologies. VII .  Phonetics. VIII. Declension. 
IX. Gradation. X. Numerals. XI. Pronouns. XII. Verbal 
Particles. XIII. The Perb. XIV. Prefixes and Sufkes.  
XV. Miscellaneous. 

I. Notes ort Old Celtic Nythodogy. 

A6elZio [De Wal, pp. 1, 2, 3, 4.1 : Ir. EibhZinm (mac Breo- 
gain,) Keating 287; Ir. aibhell ‘spark,’ and Skr. -dghTni 
‘ radiant.‘ 

Adraste : Dio C. [lxii. 6, 71, ’ A v s p h ,  [a British goddess 
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of victory,] Skr. d + dhph. [to dare, dhrshta 'subdued.' 
Gliick, neue jahrbucher, 89""~.  90". bd. s. 60, also refers 
'Av8pdmq to dhysh, and says 'AvSpci.am] [invicta] heiszt daher 
' die uniiberwindliche,' ' inexsuperabilis' ' unbezwingliche.'] 1 

Adsalluta (Henzen, Nos. 5864,5911) W. Essyllt. From the 
stem sallu (Japetic SSRYU) may be derived Salluntum, a 
place in Dalmatia. 

Agdistis, the Cybele of the Tolistoboii in Galatia, wrong for 
Adgistis ? 

Ahnninos : IOVI ALL4NNIN0, Murat. i. viii. 7 ;  Skr. 
rzranya [' a forest.' AranybnP is the goddess of forest-soli- 
tude. See a hymn to her: R.V. x. 146, translated by Muir, 
Journal R. A. SOC., new series, ii. 271. 

Albio-ria: [Mars, De Wal, p. 2161 : W. El i fh i :  Skr. 
Tbhavas, C%I#O&, albi, Elfen. Kuhn, Zeits. iv. 110. 

Alounae (' Bedaio aug. et Alounis,' De Wal, p. 231) ; W. 
Alun. [die Alounae ' scheinen Wesen zu sein, die der erde 
nahrung (ir. al) zufuhrten, sie befruchteten,' Gliick. I do 
not know Alun. As t,o Alon see Williams Enwogion, p. 13.1 

Andarte (Orelli 1958) : Skr. adhi + Tta? 
Andrustehia : MATRONIS ANDRUSTEHIABUS [De Wal, Hoe- 

derg. p. go:] cf. the Drosten [on a Pictish cross in Forfarshire], 
Drust nomen ,regis Britannorum, Drusticc filia ejus, Lib. 
Hymn. ed. Todd, p. 95. 

Arduinna v. Arcloinnu : ' Arduinna cognominatur Diana' ap. 
Gruter, p. 314, No. 3. Ardoinne, Gruter, 40,9; Wclsh Ard- 
dun is one of the three diweir-wraig ' chaste women'; 'Opela, a 
name for Artemis [in Laconia and Areadia : cf. also 'Opeooia 
and ' O ~ ~ ~ C T L O C . ]  

Ariomanus [Gruter 670, 3. Gliick, K.N. 591 : Skr. 
Aryaman [the name of an Aditya], Ir. Eiremhon, [son of 
Miled], Eochnid Aiream. [In Fiacc's hymn, 1. 37, the gen. 
Bg .  Eremolz occurs. This, if not a mistake for the usual 
Eiremoin, points to an n-stem Erem, Airem, in the nom. sg.] 

Artaius [ O .  Ir. Artae] : 'feil Coluim cen elcca, in m6Ir mic 
hui Artai,' Fblire, June 7.  ['the feast of Columb without 

1 Additions by the Editor (W. S.) to  the text, are enclosed in square bracketa 
thmr I. 
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guile, of the great son of Artae’s descendant.’ Elsewhere Sieg- 
fried connected Artaius, ‘ DIercurio Artaio,’ Orell. 226,, ‘ Deae 
Artioni,’ DeWal, xxiii., And-arta, Orelli, 1958, and the 0.1r. 
art ‘god,’ with the Skr. rta, ‘just.’] 

‘Atranti Aug.’ (Henzen 5876) Skr. dthar [‘ fire.’ Sieg- 
fried seems to have assumed the existence of this Skr. form, 
which has not, I believe, been found, from Zend dtar ‘fire,’ 
whence dtravan ‘ fire-priest,’ Skr. Atharuan, with which Kuhn 
connects Ctepqdvq, Herabk. s. 37, 41.1 

Aventia (Orelli, 370) Skr. ucanti, ‘ she who protects,’ Ir. 
Aim (cnoc Aine), W. Azcen merch Tidain. [Gliick, K.N. 
132, compares O.W. eunt (gl. aequus), so that the goddess 
Aventia would express the Roman Justitia.] 

Bagacum [the name of a town of the Nervii, now Bavay] : 
cf. Skr. bhuga ‘deus?’ [Slav. bogii. Elsewhere Siegfried 
compares -bogius with bhaga. The tribe-name Bagienni seems 
radically connected with Bagacum. J 

Beduios (Orelli, 1964) [De Wal, Moederg. p. 811, seems 
Mercury. Bede cruthnec, ‘B. t.he Pict,’ Book of Deir, 
2a. Cf. W. bedd, Br. biz ,  [Corn. b&th] ‘ a  grave.’ [He 
was] ‘Epp+ BL&TO~OF. [I think Siegfried must have meant 
+uXayoy&, or + I J X O T O ~ T & . ]  

Belatucadrus [in Deo Marti Belatucadro, Orelli, 58791 : 
belatu (root GVAR, in Skr. so&-gara ‘ war ’ ‘ battle ’) seems 
an infinitive ,in -tu [W. and Corn. bela, ‘ to war,’-ow pela, 
Cr. 1443-Prov. belar ‘ bello facerc ’ Diez, E.W. i. 234. 
With cadrus, Gluck, K.N. 6, compares O.W. cadr (gl. decorus), 
Bret. kaer. Siegfried queries if it be not in Quadru-burgum, 
Orelli 2090, Qualburg, Ver. in Rhl. xxiii. 40.1 

Belenus, the [Gaulish] Apollo, is it Welsh king Beli, 
@opove&, bhuranyu. Euhn, Herabk. des Feuers, 25, 235, 
238 [Zuckend, unruhend die flamme. Rv. i. 68, 1. Else- 
where Siegfried proposes gcalunu ‘ shining,’ ‘ fire,’ as the 
Sanskrit cognate of Belenus. This aeeins preferable, as bhur- 
unyu would, I think, have given +Burannus, or +Bulannw, in 
Celtic. The form Bulinus also occurs.] 

Bopienntcs : Moncaut, Voyage dans la comtk de Comminges, 
p. 14. Mkm. de la SOC. Arch. du Midi, iv. p. 137. Skr. 
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goplna, bhopydnya, [Siegfried equated Bo, Ir. bb, Lat. bos, 
@ o k ,  with Skr. gd, and referred the piennus to the root pyaa 
‘ to increase ; ’ whence the participle pina.] 

BorDo [‘Apollini Borvoni,’ De  Wal, No. 3051 : Skr. 
yiirv ‘ to  burn,’ 6 to hurt.’ 

Cambos. Among the five or six names of Mercury I would 
point out MERClVRIO CAMBO [De Wal, p. 521, which 
seems an equivalent of MERC. NUNDINATORI [cf. cam- 
biare, ‘ rern pro re dare,’ Gaulish Glossary cited by Endlicher, 
Cat. Codd. Phil. Lat. Vindobonae, 1836, p. 199. M. Lat. cam- 
biare, Apuleius carnbire, Diez. E. W. i. 1021, K ~ ~ T - T O ,  Kapr7j, 
and in Celtic Cambo-dunum, Mori-cambe. W. Corn. Br. cam, 
Ir. camm ‘ crooked.’ There is also an inscription Nercurio 
Negotintori, Verein im Rheinland, xvii, 193. Cf. Caesar, B. G. 
vi. 17 : [“hunc (deum Mercurium) ad quaestum pecuniae 
mercaturasque habere vim niaximam arbitrantur.”] 

Cumulus (Marti Camulo, Gruter, 56,12), Skr. gami, kampf. 
6amii [‘ army ’. Elsewhere Siegfried puts Camulus, Camulo- 
genus, with hamar, and Ir. calma ‘ brave.’ I do not know 
cami with the meaning ‘ kanipf : ’ gamaya ‘ to kill,’ gdmaya 
‘to conquer,’ would suit the probable meaning of Caniulus: 
cf. also ~ d p - v w ,  and the German tribe-name Chamavi. Else- 
where Siegfried puts the Irish hero’s name Finn mac CztmaiZ 
along with Camulus.] 

Casses. DIS CASSIBVS [De Wal,  pp. 56, 57, 581. 
Skr. fiara-gahsa, Narcissus, A.S. hise ‘ man’ [Ettmuller, 
L.A. 4591. [Elsewhere Siegfried writes] ‘ Censere, Skr. 
pi i s ,  the German herr, K A S V A  and D I S  CASSIBVS, 
Vidu-casses, Bodio-casses, etc. [see Becker, Beitr. iv. 425, 
note 711, I think belongs to this. Vedic nara-qariiGa (Agni) 
and Z e d  nairyapfihn (whence the common Parsee name 
Neriosengh) mean mannerherrseher (Renfey). Narcissus has 
besn identified with this. [In Irish] Cais is a common 
name. 

Catzcrb: Of Mars we have about a dozen Celtic epithets. 
M A R T 1  CATURIGI  [De Wal, p. 581 is quite clear. It is 
[ ‘ To Mars] lord of battle.’ 

Ceraria (Gruter, 1010, 2) : W. Creirwy merch Llyr [leg. 
Tegid]. 

Ir. cathrigh, CV. cadri. 
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Cicshnus (Z. 727) : Skr. kugala [‘happy,’ ‘ skilful,’ for 
*kusah ?I 

Dervo : ‘ Fatis Dervonibus.’ Brut: 1015, 9. Fatis, ‘ fhes 2‘ 
derconibus, ad W. darw [‘oak.’] 

Dexiva [De Wal, dloederg. p. 82, has DEXSIVA] : cf. dak- 
shipii, gottin der almosen (?) oder reiche ( 1 )  [Elsewhere Sieg- 
fried puts BQ&pov ‘herb,’ Dioscor. Z. 58, with Dexsiva, W. 
deheu.] 

Dunatis : MARTI DVN-4TI. [Mars Segomo Dunatis, 
Orelli-Henzen, 7416 r.] O.Ir. dunaid .i. sluagh ho daingen no 
pupul, [‘exercitus vel firmus vel populus’] Gloss. to [the calen- 
dar of] Oengus. [Dunaub is the name of an Old Welsh 
king, An. C a d .  A.D. 595.1 

Dusii [Diefenbach, Origg. Eur. p. 3281 : Skr. r. dush [‘ to 
sin,’] duvas, [‘ verehrung ’ Benfey, Samaveda, BR, doubtfully, 
hinaustrebend, unruhig], doshu, [‘ vice ‘I, ‘ gtlte und bose 
Disen’ [Orelli, 2105, citing Munter, p. 41.1 Slav. dttchli, 
nom. pl. dusi, ‘ spiritus [: Schleicher, 2461, dychati ‘ flare,’ du’sa 
(for duchjri) anima, ib. 249. 

Esus : As to  the origin of ESUS, it is either = O.N. cis, A.S. 
6s ‘ deus,’ from ANS : cf. Esu~,  At-esui, Z. 725 ; Gliick, 
K.N. 95, 97 ; or=Skr. asu ‘ life,’ Zend a?zhit ‘ life,’ ‘ lord :’ 
k? a&sh%m apti nlihusza ratusca ‘ quis eorum est dominus et 
rector?’ Vend. 136. 7j&=E)ds has no digamnia in Homer. 
[If Lucan be right in the quantity which he gives the penult 
in the line ‘ Teutates, horrensque feris altaribus H t ~ s , ’  only 
the first of these etymologies can, I think, be correct. The 
modern Welsh Hu is from Su, in Su-cat ‘dew belli,’ and 
has nothing to do with ~ ~ S Z L S .  Siegfried had an idea that 
Skr. a u r a  might be connected with AN, and if so, the Skr. 
word would be cognate with CEs, as.] 

[dusmus diabolus, Z. 1097.1 

Fagana’: 0. Slav. boguni. 
Gesacus, Gisacus, [ ‘ Gesaco Aug.’ ‘ Deo Gisaco,’ Becker, 

Beitraege, 111, 4171 cf. Gaesati, 0. Ir. guide (gl. pilatus) Z. 64. 
Grannos [Apollini Granno, De Wal, Moederg., p. 501 : I am 

afraid I blundered when 1 put2 grannos rather=ghra&sa than 
1 I have not been able to find this.- W.S. 
* See my Irish Glosses, No. 952. W. S. 
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g h p i  [‘ heat,’ ‘ sunshine ‘3 ; ghramsa should have lost the n, 
not the s. MANS = Ir. mls, acc. pl. ANS, Gaulish -as, [or bs, 
O.Ir. -u1 ; cf. TmS, 0.h. -iu(s). Now Owen Pughe gives 
gres ‘warm ;’ and O’Reilly gris ‘ fire,’ [‘ embers’]; grfosairn 
‘ I kindle,’ griosach ‘ embers.’ I f  these vocables are genuine, 
I would put GHRANSA = Skr. ghrafisa, Ir. gris, W. 
gres, [and] GHRANI = Skr. ghyni, whence Grannos ex 
GHRANYA. This might be worth settling. [As to the 
loss of n before s,] there is the Skr. alitsa ‘shoulder,’ cf. 
W. esil, [Corn. esel gl. niembrum], Ir asil. [The O.Ir. 
man’s name, Assal, perhaps is = Skr. aihsccla ‘ stroag]. The 
great root, SaKis ‘ censere ’ = W. cue ‘ blameable,’ Ir .  casaim. 
The desiderative of MAN [‘to think,’ is] in Ir. mess [‘ judi- 
cium’ mesaim ‘ I  think’ (Mart. Don. 6)]; W. ysig, ‘ t o  
bruise,’ is Lat. pinsere [with the usual loss of p in anlaut], 
Skr. pish, pinashmi: Skr. dhvafiis [‘to fall to  pieces,’ ‘ to 
perish’], Ir. ba‘s [‘death’], W. bas ‘shallow.’ [Ir. ge‘is 
‘ swan,’ seems Skr. (g)hnhsa ‘ goose,’ X ~ V .  Elsewhere Sieg- 
fried connects with Grannos the W. Grannwyn, whose path is 
said to be in the sky.] 

Iacchus : Gerhard’s Archaeol. Zeitung, Anz. 1849, p. 90. 
W. iach [‘ sanus’] Ir. icc [‘ salus’]. 

Iodute : a kind of Mars. Skr. yudh [pugnare]. 
Ladico: Grut. 1065. 15 (Jupiter Ladicus) ; W. llawdd 

Latobios (Grut. 87.7 ; 87,s) : Zend vatu ‘ master,’ [‘ herr,’ 

Leva (Rev. arch. vi. 237): W. lleuad moon,’ Zloer, ib. 

Lixo (Rev. arch. viii. 724): [‘Lixoni Deo’ De Wal, p. 
W. Llechccu ab 

Luxovios (Orelli, 2024): O.Ir. his, nomen do iuil [‘a 
[luis is glossed 

Xapows (Henzen, 5900): W. Mabon, which occurs in a 
Emerchred 

‘ voluptas,’ O.Ir. luud ‘ gaudiuln ’ Z. 31. 

‘ besitzer,’ Justi]. 

[Siegfried also conjectures O.Ir. le‘e ‘sea.’] 

237 :] ‘Lixovio deo,’ SOC. du midi, i. 255. 
Arthur. 

name for an eye.’]. 
by Mm ‘ hand ’ in O’Davoren’s and O’Clery’s Glossaries.] 

triad, Myv. Arch. ii. p. 73 ; ib. ii. p. 24, tri. 53. 
guraig Fabon ap Dewen hen. 

Egerton, 1782, p. 26. 
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Mqzcsanus : Hercules. sohnegebend ’? Skr. root san ‘ to 
give,’ and mapos [I.. mm, W. map, mab.11 

Mogounos: APOLLINI  GRANNO MOGOVNO [De Wal, 
p. 861, Grannos is from [the same root aa Ir.] g r i m  ‘the 
sun,’ but mogounos becomes important when compared with 
Skr. mghawan [a name for Indra]. M u x h v ,  Kuhn iv. 9. 
[Magonius, W. dlaun, Nennius ed. San Marte, p. 631. 

Mori-tasgus (Orelli 2028) : Is this the Celtic Neptune? 
[mom’ ‘ sea.’] 

Nemetona [‘ Marti et Nemetonae,’ De Wal, p. 237 : Ir. 
Newahon [wife of the Gaelic battle-god], W. Nefed. 

Ogmios: Rev. arch6ol. vi. 383, sehr gut. Skr. ojas? 
[‘ light,’ ‘ splendour.’] 

Olloudios : MART1 OLLOVDIO (Spon. 263.) [De 
Wal, p. 1551 Skr. arna ‘flood,’ battle,’ arnaoa, ‘ ocean.’ 

Poeninus [Jupiter] : See Forb. iii. 115. ‘ Sonnengott.’ 
~ u u i v ,  Skr. Pdshan : PAVISAN. [The Greek epic form iri 

Rosmerta [whose name occurs along y i th  Mercury’s on four 
stones, De Wal, pp. 111-1731 is=Nundina. SeeZeuss, 829 II. 

Sarunicos: I.O.M. Saranico (Gruter22,13), a name Seranius 
Catullus, Col. Agr. ap. Orelli, 1491. Dyaus serenus? [Else- 
where Siegfried writes] “ der altrom. Saranus (Apollo) zu 
Saranicus oder Sirona, Skr. suar. There is a Seranicomagus.” 
[There is a Sabine god Soranus, with whose name Kuhn, 
Herabk. 35, counects z ( e h p & ,  and an Aquitanian tribe-name 
Con-sorani.] 

Sarmandos : DEO SA RMANDO, Orelli, 2042. Skr. 
SaramEyas [‘Eppijp.] 

Suxanos: HERCVLI SAXANO (Orelli, 2008, 2009) I 
compare with a Vedic adjective sakshana RV. v. 41, 3) 
which, according to  Shyana’s gloss, means ‘ who withstands 
the foes.’ The root is BAH, whence SAKS. [Rather, 
perhaps, cf. Lat. saxum, and consider the inscription Herculi 
Lapidaris, Orelli 2012. Another epithet for Hercules, Ilunnos, 

I I a L ? j O U . ]  

1 The reading in Orelli 2005 and Henzen 6724 is MAGVSANO with a g. 
Cf. Ir. wiug ‘ servus,’ an u-stem, Goth. tnugw. ‘ Slave-giver’ might be the mean- 
ing. The form ‘Maousano’ also occurs in De Wal, but not Mu~wum.-W. s. 

18 
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Rev. arch. v. 165, is, perhaps, to be connected with Skr. irin 
‘ gewaltig’ ; or is i t  cognate with arumat ?] 

Sirona : The inswiptions GRANNO ET SIRONAE, 
which are so numerous [See De Wal, pp. 91, 93, ‘ Apollini 
et Sironae,’ ib. pp. 183, 1841, have now got. a considerable 
light by a Celtic DEO SOL1 ET LVNAE. I have, then, no 
longer a doubt that Sirona = ;ZleL$vq. [Elsewhere, however, 
Siegfried writes :] ‘Rather with Gliick, Munch. Gel. Anzeigen,’ 
[14 Aug. 1854, ‘ die gottin der gesundheit durch lebensver- 
langerung,’ cf. ‘ Anna Pmmna’] ‘goddess of long life.’ Ir. 
sir, W. hb,  ‘long.’ 

Talliatee : “ Made et Genio Talliatium,” (Grut. 55, 8). 
Ir. tuUa .i. gaid, ut est talla maca manannain, Clurry, [Tran- 
script of Brehon Laws, 14941. 

TARANUCOS (Orelli, 2056) : IOVI  O.M. TARANVCO 
-probably implies ‘the thunderer,’ Welsh taran being 
‘thunder.’ [Cf. also Taranis Lucaa, i. 446, and Ir. tarnach. 
Elsewhere Siegfried has] ‘ Taranucno’ [Orelli, 2055, 20573 
-ucno = Skr. va6ana [‘ speaking,’ so that Taranzccnos might 
be rendered by ppovrd+Ooyyoq, -+ovoq. Cf. Jupiter tonans 
and Donar.] 

TARVOS TRIGABANUS [TU+OY ~pq ipavoq ,  Notre 
Dame]: I n  the bull with three cranes, I suspect a remi- 
niscence of the same idea which we have in the Vedic Vishnu 
of the three strides-namely, the rising, the noon-day height, 
and the setting of the sun. The metaphorical use of ‘ bull’ 
for ‘ sun’ is not surprising. The three strides next,, perhaps, 
became three legs ; and the bull on the Parisian monument 
really seems three-legged. A further transformation by the 
Celts of the legs into cranes, were easily explained, for in 
IVelch garan means ‘ crane’ as well as ‘ leg’ (cf. grus and crzcs). 
[To this note, I can only add references to Rv. i. 22,17, Haug 
Aitareya BrQhm. 11. 4, Muir, On. th,e Interpretation of the 
Veda, 20 ; and a hint that a trace of this old Indo-European 
idea may possibly be found in the three legs on the Manx 
half-pence and on a Greek dodekadrachm drawn in the Numis- 
matic Chronicle, N.S. i. plate 6.1 

Tolis : Hercules Tolis, Rev. arch. viii. 352. Tolisto-boii. 
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Traianoa (Gruter xi. 3) : Skr. trai ‘ t o  preserve.’ 
Ugmon : Helliougmouni leg. HELIO-VGMONI DEO, 

Rev. archdol. 1860, p. 393, ; dg ‘ vigere,’ [root ug (TAG ?) 
whence Ugra, Gaul. Ogri-genus ?I ; Ir. Ogma mac Ealathain 
[called grian-kiges ‘ sun-sage’ in Keating.] 

Pexeliams: Herculi Saxano Vexeliano; Orell. 2010; cf. W. 
uchel. [I would rather compare the W. g w y d  ‘ brave.’] 

VZmciz1s (Orell., 2067) : VISVCIO MERCVRIO (Henzen, 
5923) ; Skr. Vasu, ‘Euruz, Vesta, Benfey, Sdmapeda ; vasu- 
deva. [Ir. jiu ‘ dignus,’ is exactly what viszl would become in 
Irish, if the s is an original sibilant. Gluck would connect 
visucius with Ir. Ji8 ex VID-tu.] 
Vtkcus (Gruter, 55, 5) : Ir. &ch [leg. Fiacha, gen. -ach, or 

lhx, gen. F‘icc 1 jimh, gl. corvus Z. 10301. 
Posegus (Grut. 94, 10). [De Wal, p. 213. The prefix 

2’0- =] Skr. ava, the root is Skr. sah ? 

11.-Notes on Old Irish Mythology. 
Since Grimm has written his great mythology of the Ger- 

manic race, and since the Veda and Zend-avesta have been 
explained, we know that the common development of mytho- 
logy is a fusion into history. Out. of the gods, heroes and 
kings are made ; out of myths, actual occurrences on earth. 
Now there are no nations in Europe which have vaster stores 
of such prehistoric history than the Irish and Welsh. There 
is the Celtic mythology to be looked for. Let us then see if 
some of our Old Celtic gods can be found among those me- 
dizeval traditions. [See M. Arnold, On the Study of Celtic 
Literature, p. 61.1 

Aimhergin : [A. gldnghek ‘white knee,’ son of Miled] ; Skr. 
amrabana.1 

k n a  : ‘ mater deorum hibernensium,’ Cormac’s Glossary, 
‘abundantia’ has the same root as Skr. anus [‘a cart,’ ‘ a  
mother,’] Lat. onus. [I would connect una with the 0. Ir. cine 
‘ divitiarum, Z. 1052 ; &nib ‘ divitiis,’ Z. 1041. As to the con- 
nection between the conceptions of ‘ god’ and ‘ wealth,’ cf. 

’ In Skr. amra, better &mra, ia a mango tree. 
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Schleicher, Beitr. iv. 359, where Slav. bog6 god,’ and bogatu 
‘ rich,’ Lat. divus, deus and dives are compared.] 

Bainne: [Baine, daughter of the king of Alba, Four Hasters, 
A.D. lo,] W. Bun [one of the three unchaste wives.] 

Buanann: [‘nurse of the heroes’] = Bononia. So [the 
name of the goddess] Brigantia is [preserved in the name of 
the town] Bregenx. 

Ceathar : husband of Eire [and son of &ian ‘ sun’] ; Skr. 
katara [?I know of no other meaning for katara, but which 
of two ? ’ see Ethar, infra.] 

Conmuel: Cunomaglus. 
Creithne : W. Cridionus. San Marte 255. 
Dagda: The Dagda [See Three I&h Glossaries, Pref. 

xxxiv.] I think has no claim to Indo-European antiquity. 
The name appears to be simply the Latin doctus, with the 
same consonantal change as in augdar for auctor. [In Old Irish 
we have augtortas, ‘ auctoritas,’ Z. 460,897, in Mid. Ir. atcgtar, 
Gild. 3. Siegfried’s explanation of dagda is confirmed as to 
the meaning by the following passage from the Book of Lein- 
st.er, 149, b. 1 : Brigit ban-fili ingen Rtiaid Rofssa .i. ainm don 
Dagda. Ruad-rofessa rnac nu n-ule n-dana .i. rnac ocambt in 
dan uile, “Brigit a poetess, daughter of Ruad-rofessa, i.e., a 
name for the Dagda. Ruad-rofessa, son of all the sciences, 
i.e., a son with whom was all science.” But the word is pro- 
bably genuine Celtic, cognate of course with &-8aXrj, etc.] 

Ethar : Eathar rnac Cuill, huaband of Banba ; Skr. itara. 
[I do not understand this comparison, for itara means ‘ other.’ 
Perhaps Siegfried referred to  the expression itara-&ma, ‘ other 
people,’ euphemistic for demonic beings, B.R. i. 785.1 

Goibniu, Goibnenn [faber of the Tuatha de‘, Zeuss, 926, 
Three Irish Glossaries, Pref. xxxiv]. The Welsh have likewise 
a mythic smith, called Gofannon, the son of Don. I n  the Welsh 
mythology Don is the father and leader of a whole tribe of 
personages, who bear some relation to the tribes of the DQ 
Danann of the Irish. This and other coincidences cause me 
to see in both remnants of the antique Celtic pantheon, which 
may have undergone a similar metamorphosis as the Aryan 
pantheon, so admirably identified in its different Vedic, Zend, 
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and New Persian stages, by Burnouf and Rudolph Roth. 
[Elsewhere Sie,&ied puts Goibnenn with Old Norse @@on, 
Old Sax. Gehan, AS.  Geofon, Grimm, D.M. 219,287,288.1 

Imlech : Art Imleach [king of Ireland, A.M. 41871, 
'A~PIXLUOP. 

Lufl .i. bandae [' goddess '1 : Laufey, mother of Loki [Luie 
is, so far as I know, only found in a Middle Irish glossary, 
and was probably borrowed from the Old Norse]. 

Manannan mac Lir [see Three Irish Glossaries, pref. xxxiv. 
where Cormac's account of this personage is translated] : W. 
Manawydan ab Llyr. 

[The Four Masters, 
A.M. 4881, 4887, write Nia, gen. Niadh, h'edhamain ; but here 
as often, the dh may be erroneously written for gh. An 
inscription ' Marti Segomoni' is in De Wal, p. 179.1 

Oscar : Skr. pushkara [' water,' ' the sun ;' also, a proper 
name]. 

Nia Seghamhuin : Nitius Segomoni. 

111.-Notes on Welsh Mythology. 
Dzoyean = Skr. dgva-manu, Aeu -uaXlwv. [Dwycan was one 

of the two people who escaped from the flood caused by the 
outbreaking of the Lake of Streams, and from whom the isle 
of Britain was repeopled. See Pughe's Dictionary S.V. Llion. 
As to Manu, son of Vivasvitt, and his deluge, see Pictet, Origg. 
Indoeur. 11. 612. Siegfried did not, I think, believe in the 
ordinary identification of Be& with dgva, of which the Aeolic 
de& seems the nearest Greek representation.] 

Malen, also called Andras [vide supra, 'Av8pdur~1 y fall, 
mum y drwg = malignia 1 [In Cornish Malan, D 2235, 2341, 
28511. 

Skr. Nanu [In Old Irish the gen. sg. of a name 
corresponding with Manu, Mivoy, appears in the inscription on 
a stone in Inchaguile, Lough Corrib, LIE LUGUAEDON 
MACCI MENUEH The stone of Lug-aed [bXaX;', a'l8ovl 
Eon of Men', which has been wrongly read by Dr. Petrie 
(Round Towers, p. 164), and Dr. O'Donovan (Irish Grammar, 
lii.). I compare this non-gunated genitive with Greek forms 
like ~ Q I C U O ~ ,  y6vvoq, and Old Latin, like magistratu-08, senatu-os, 

Xenw h&n. 
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domu-os]. 
of the three primary instructors.’ (Tri-garanua.) 

(Hi t rona ,  AbelZw ?). 

Meuw ab Teirgwaedd [son of Three-shouts], one 

Modron, daughter of Aval!ach. [Mabinogion, 11. 345.1 

Taronwy : TaranEius. 
Trydonwy: Ir. trethan. Myr. i. 111. 

IV.-OoEd-Celtic Wwa3 and Naniea. 
dlaaiug .- Gliick, K. N. 164 ; W. alaw ‘ music,’ [Perhaps 

Is the adjective laums, Gliick, 

ande (Skr. adhi) is  from ANDHI; Lat. indi-genus, ind- 

Bebromm: fontes [Zeuss G.C. p 737}. W. befer [biber] or 

bitu [‘ mundus’] from GVITU. Vedic iiti [BR. ‘gewinn.’] 
Bodincus [gl. fundo carens, Diefenbach, Origg. Eur. 3931 : 

Skr. gbh [from G V X D H ]  a-gddha ‘profundus,’ W. boddi 
[See Reitr. iv. 386, note]. 

Skr. cirava ‘ Bound,’ root RU. 
K. N. 45 = Skr. ravana ?I. 

igeo, ind-oles. 

Brunnen ? 

Borboni, Borbetomagua : Skr. bharua, +opP.rj, herba. 
Bormio [near the source of the Adua} : Skr. b&-rni ‘ whirl- 

wind.’ 
brbtude : PPUTOU& [Inscription of NPmes] render rather 

by ‘ ex imperio,’ for I find an inscription Matronis Hamawhis 
C. Julius Primus ex impmio ipsarua [De Wal Noederg. 
p. 1171. Else I find only one to the god Intarabus, ‘ex 
imperio,’ and to Luxovius, ‘ jnssu ’ (not ‘ ex jussu’). Other 
formub are ‘ ex vim’ and ‘e decreto :’ the most common of 
all ‘ ex voto.’2 

Nenw’s name occurs in the following legend:-“Eini-an Gawr saw three 
rays of light on which were inscribed all knowledge and gience. And he took 
three rods of mountain ash, and inscribed all the sciences upon them, as it  should 
seem in imitation of the three rays of light And those who saw them deified 
the rods, which so grieved Einigan that he broke the rods and died. And after 
the space of a year and a day Menw ab Teirgwaedd growing out of the mouth of 
Einigaq and upon them was every kind of science and knowledge written. Then 
Menw took the three rods and learned all the sciences, and taught them all except 
the name of God, which has originated the Bardic secret, and blessed is he who 
possesses it.”-Mabinogion 11. p. 333. 

2 There is an inscription Natronis Ajiabus . . , . ez imperio ipsarum cited 
by Pictet, &u. Arch. Juillet 1867 . 9, where he also points out that the -a% 
of brhtu-de, which I had cornpark? with Greek -Be. - 8 w ,  is also found with 
Zeud ablatives, e.g. qafna-dha ‘ somnio.’ 
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Camulodunum [Gliick, K.N. 501 =Hamilton. 
carnidg (Todi inscription): Suppose it to be a compound 

verb, ‘ tumulifacere.’ I n  Greek (+Aq&, e.9.) this formation, 
or composition, is frequent, and most fully is it developed in 
Zend. It is, in fact, the same dhb agglutinated: ‘karnidbmi, 
‘I make a tumulus,’ *karnidbm ‘ I made a tumulus,’ karnid&(t) 
‘he made a tumulus.’ I won’t call in Welsh carneddu ‘ to 
make a heap of stones,’ which is from carnedd, and probably 
is not old ; but the thing is certainly possible. 

cawu8 : Skf. kysh [‘to draw ’1, horse, hear8e. 
CASSIA TOVTA SEGVSIAV(A). Gliick, K.N. 153. 

Cassia natione (civis ?) Segusiava 1 
cat@ [‘battle’ : see M i c k  K.N. 471 : KAMTV, ~ h p o  

[cf hata $a& from han, +v, and perhaps Latin indi-get from 

Ct?nCmagni : Muck, K.N. 61, Skr. gayana [‘ sleeping,’ ‘ a 
couch ‘3. 

‘ cintu [‘ fimt ‘3 in C’intu-gnatus, Z. 827, 306 [ T ~ ~ T ~ ~ o v o F ] ,  
Ir. ckt, of. be-hid, hind-m-ost. The Welsh kentaf, kyntaf, 
must be a very modern formation, else it would be kynnhaf. 
The form kantaf occurs in Z. 420, 651. The oldest Welsh 
[must have been] cent, later cynt, cyn: in Owen Pughe’s cyn- 
&ail ‘first leaves,’ cyn-fa6 ‘ first son,’ cyn-faam, cynnelw 
‘first pattern’ (ddw). I n  Zeuss, 226, 401, 574, kynnew 
[‘ mox ’. Elsewhere Siegfried puts the Gothic kindins 
‘governor,’ with kyntaf. If so, the Gothic word must be a 
loan from the Celtic, like k&Zikn]. 

Ciais-mbros (Liv. xxiv. 42) : Skr. gaaas ‘ strength?’ [or 
Gothic hi&, A.S. hie ‘ forma ?’] 

Cogidumnus [Tacit. Agr. 141 : W. coed [a wood] is a plural, 
and on considering I would identify it with [cogi in] Cogi-dum- 
nus. I n  W. Coekwallawn the plural seems already petrified. 
Cog&durmnus is then [in meaning] something like pidu-caases. 
[Elsewhere Siegfried connects Cogi with the O.Ir. ar-chogacht 
‘venatio.’ But perhaps coed, O.W. coit, is = Lat. coetus 
(arborum).] 

Coisis [ Todi inscription] : from an Indo-European KAISA 
‘ hair,’ Skr. kefa (where the wrong 5 palatal is only by influence 

sen.3 
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of the guttural k), Lat. cazsar (cazsaries). The derivation iu -i 
is dark to me. [Elsewhere Siegfried puts 0. Ir. cissib, gl. tortis 
crinibus, Z .  1046, with kega and hair. Here as in hgala, 
supra S.V. Cudanus, he obviously assumed that the g for s 
was due t o  the initial guttural.] 

Comboiomaros : Gliick, 66, Skr. sarijayamdlra ? 
Brahonos [fluv. Auson. Mos. 3651 : Skr. drdauna. [‘zum 

laufen bringend,’ BR. Ausonius makes the penult long. I 
suppose that Siegfried assumed a metathesis in a pristine 
Gaulish Drb(v)dnos. The name of tlie rapid river Draws 
(Drau) is the Skr. draaa ‘ laufend,’ the Dmnt iu ,  now Durance, 
i s  the Skr. drucantl f. ‘river.’ 

dugiontio : DVGIIONTIIO [inscription of Sainte Reine 
d’Alise] can be DO masculine stem in -on, because that suffix 
does not derive secondary formations either in Greek, Latin, 
Sanskrit, or Celtic, unless i t  be a comparative. [Ebel, Beitr. v. 
80, conjectures that i t  may be a derivative either from a par- 
ticiple dugiant, or an adjective dugianta, and that i t  is a fern. 
iZ-stem, identical with Ohg. tugundi. I had previously re- 
ferred the word to a root DUG, Goth. dugan, Nhg. taugen, 
and rendered it (I think rightly) by munimentum, Beitr. 
iii. 75.1 

Eburomagus : Gliick, K.N. 115,116 ; Skr. adhvara [‘ a sacri- 
fice,’] ’E+&pa, [the old name of Corinth. Gliick’s comparison 
of the Modern Irish eabar ‘ niud ’ is wrong, for the b is hard, 
and thus points t o  an Old Celtic *epparo = APVARA 
AKVARA as ? m o q =  AKVA. Elsewhere Siegfried put 
with Eburo the W. efr ‘ a  tare,’ efwr ‘cow-parsnip’ (if the 
latter word is = Eburo, the W. Din-efwr is exactly = Eburo- 
dhnum, Tab. Peut.) Br. kvdr ‘ hellebore.’]. 

esseduna [Dief. Origg. 3383 : XSYADA, Skr. syunduna 
[‘ war-chariot,’ syada ‘ speed.’] 

etic : [Inscription of Alise, translated by me as a conjunc- 
tion = Lat. at-que] : Skr. afi6a. 

Gdqmiwaa: Auson. [Mosell. v. 4831 root GAR [Skr. q ~ f ]  + 
[mana], -p&q [Or of.] O.Ir. gromnae ‘ loca palustria,’ Z. 735 n. 
[Siegfried also refers to ;I Garumnius ( 1 )  

-genna, in Nitio-genna [Gliick 1271, Skr. ganf fjani-s, wife, 
Rev. arch. v. 164.1 
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mother, birth] ; 0.Prus. -ganna. [Elsewhere Siegfried puts 
-genna with Skr. g h y a  ‘ edel,’ BR. iii. 131, yevvaiOr.1 

-gncitos : With  the Gaulish names in -gn&tus, Gliick, K.N. 
170, 172, cf. the O.Ir. name Fail-gnad, gen. sg. Fail-gnaith, 
Lib. Arm. 16, b. 2. 

gobedbi. If you say that the bi may be = the Lat. -uit, you 
should also mention the future. I think it is impossible to 
see the proposition con in GOBEDBI [Inscription of Sainte 
Reine d’Alise, Beitr. ii., 106, iii., 1631 ; the n would not 
have been lost. [It seems that there is no doubt whatever 
that the stone haa G, not as I conjectured, Beitr. ii., 106, C. 
I would therefore now propose to regard the go- as = the 
Gothic ga (ye, gha 1 ) .  A close parallel to the etic gobedbi of 
the inscription is Tatian’s inti gebar < e t  peperit.’ As to 
Ebel’s comparisons, Beitr. v. 79, 0.h. beda is merely mis- 
written for betha ‘of life,’ and has nothing to do with the 
root of gobedbi. For the termination -bi, cf. perhaps axtaxbit, 
Beitr. iii., 165, where the final dental seems still retained, and 
the -be in Old Irish bube ‘ fuit,’-hbre nar-bube ‘ quia non 
fuit,’ Z. 602.1 

- i m o s  : The patronymics in -icnos2 I would now thus ex- 
plain. I believe with Pictet [cnos] to be GANA, -genus ; but 
I think there is a purely orthographic reason at  the bottom of 
this irregular c for g, viz., the pronunciation of the g before n 
was the same as in Latin ; at least in German pronunciation 
magnus sounds mangnus, privignus sounds privingnus. [So in 
a Middle-Irish MS., Egerton 88, Mus. Brit. fo. 70 b. 1, we 
find recongnitw, ingnis.] Now I believe that the Gaulish 
pronunciation was the same, and, not knowing how better to 
express it, they wrote icnos [for icgnos] (pronounce -ingnoa). 
The strong point about this view is that so you identify these 
patronymics with the grand Teutonic patronymic in -ing, Tur- 
in@, Merovingi, etc. Tacitus writes still Reudigni. Grimm. iii. 
349, regards them all as originally patronymics. 

1 I explained this, Beitr. II., 396, as areduplicated form, but I was wrong, for 
the reduplicatin 8 llable would have been be- or ba-. does not the 
reduplicating e$a{le (ba-) of the Skr. root bib& shew that the &do-European 
form of this was BHAV ? -W.S. 

‘A Artikmoa, Damtalic~s,  Drutknos, &bann&wa, Oppianicnos, Toutbd&w8. 
Oloaenua, cited from Lib. Armach, Boitr. 11. 111, is a mistake for Olninw. 

By the wa 
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ieuru: [The verb] IEVRV [which occurs in most of 
the Gaulish inscriptions] must be the same tense aa AEAE 
[inscription of Nimes]. I think nothing is left but to  make 
them both imperfects. AEAE = ADADHAT ‘he put,’ 
IEVRV = YAVARAYAT ‘ he consecrated.’ As AEAE 
has no augment, IEVRV must be explained without one. 
This brings us to a verb yaur ‘ to do,’ or ‘to give,’ or ‘ t o  
consecrate,’ or, possibly, yavr as a causal or derivative. Now 
if iep69, Dor. iap6q, could be proved [to come] from *yavara 
= d p 6 9 ,  all would be clear, for then IEVRV would be= 
Zpou (from hp60) ‘consecrabat.’ This would be a strong 
coincidence with Greek ; but not stronger than tarms trigaranus 
[TaGpp * T ~ U ~ C ~ V O S ] .  But, first, there is Kuhn’s iep6q = 
[vedic] ishira vigorous,’ which is exquisite ; and secondly, 
I find no other case of Gr. I from y initial than ihpai, Celt. 
iacc-, ’ I m v  =YAVAN, &a = Phoen. Hebr. y. The s a x  
-ep6 occurs in ?trep6v, PATARd, +0ovepdq, 8ahep6q (e’xEvBep6q). 
So YAVARA would be from the root yu ‘conjungere,’ to 
which Bopp puts juvare, $5, justus, [Ir.] uhse. ‘ lep6r might 
be best mrmittelt by an “i’vurd, and would thereby differ a 
little from IEV’RV. 

Of the utmost importance would it be to find the cor- 
responding words for lep6r in German, Norse, Latin, Lithuanian 
and Slnvonic, for after all the equation ishira = iep69, though 
splendid, is but an hypothesis. 

This Celtic verb [ieuru] could only be derived from a noun 
iduro- or iouro-, the meaning of which should be something like 
lep6q. The [Gaulish] name And-iourus would thereby become 
doubly analogous to And@-cumulus, and Pictet’s idea of its 
being like &mlt?eo~ would gain strength.’ This brings me to 
the other hypothesis, which differs toto c d o ,  viz., if we arrive 
at a noun ieuro ‘ holy ’ it would not be impossible to explain 
IEVRV as its dative, and to translate it by ‘ numini,’ as in 
Greek you can say’AB$ljv?) OeC, why not in Gaulish ieurG 
BeZesami [Inscription of Vaison], ‘ numini BeIesanm 2 ’ The 
pretty point about this is that ZOZIN [in the same inscrip 

1 Pi&& now (am. drch. M i ,  1867, p. 316) translates Andwurus by ‘adver- 
sarius’ or ‘ retributor.’ cf. hvrrmcciv. 
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tion] could then be very e d y  explained as the verb = Skr. 
sadnu, ‘dedit,’ from o m ,  and then of course AEAE would 
likewise be the reduplicated perfect (and indeed better, for as 
impehct  it should be AEAET). [The two inscriptions re- 
ferred to in this extract from a letter to me are as follows :- 
Nimes : rapra B E d ]  A.Xavovwwcop && parpep0 vapavaina@o 
/3parovSe, and Vaison : &yopapoq ovch3Loveop ~ O O U ~ L Q U F  v a p v -  
can9 empov Bqxquap Q O C ~ V  vepq7ov, leg. mpmov. To my 
mind, the inscription of Volnay-ICCAVOS OPPIANIC-  
NOS I E V R V  BRIGINIIONI CANTALON-prows that  
ieuru must be a verb, for how else would the accnsative 
cantalum, which is offered to  Brigitdo, be governed P More- 
over, if ieuru were ‘numini,’ would i t  ever occur by itself, as 
it does in the inscription of Neven: ANDECAMVLOS 
TOVTISSICNOS I E V R V  ?I 
IPBRON: [The inscription of Beaumont, near Vaison] 

IVBRON SVMELI VORETO V I R I U S  F., seems purely 
Gaulish. I formerly suspected in IVBRON the plural in n of 
tlwpov, IEVRV. [Rather regar& iubron as the accusative sg. of 
some word like the Latin &Bar f i u b e r m  luciferuni, Ducange),2 
governed by F(ecit), which may have been read ieuru, just  as 
& ‘ et’ is r e d  and.’ For the syntax compare the inscription 
of Vieux-Poitiers : RATIN BRIVATIOM -read BRI-  
VATIONI-FRONTV ’I’ARREISONIOS IEVRV, i e .  ac- 
cusative ; dative (Brivathni) ; nominative (Frontu Tarbei- 
wnios) a d  verb. I should guess that kbron meant a lamp, 
and that the inscription records the dedication of a lamp to 
Sumelis vorebos, just as the inscription of Mont-Afrique records 
the dedication of a bronze patera to Alisanos, and the inscrip- 
tion of Volnay commemorates the making of a cantharus 
(Pictet) for Brigindo.] 

Xovryoq ‘raven,’ [AoGyov . . . . r21v nhpamz, Plutarch], Ir. Zog- 
$ach. 

Nantuates: Skr. nahtu. [I do not know this Skr. form ; 

1 All this was written before Siegfried had discovered the neo-Celtic correla- 

2 M. Piotet ( h u e  Arche‘ohblogique, Juin, 1867, p. 400) proposea the modern 
tive of k r u  in the Old Irish fritamm-iurat, etc. 

iubhrach ‘ 8 wooden tessd,’ made (1 8uppoM) of yew (idher). 
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but Siegfried obviously would connect Nantuates with the 
Skr. root nam ' to bow,' ' to subdue,' and with Goth. and A.S. 
niman. W. nant ' a valley,' may possibly be connected with 
the same root.] 'Nanto;  valle. Trinanto; tres valles,' 
occurs in the Gaulish Glossary above cited from Endlicher, 
where tri-nanto seems a nom. pl. neuter, like a c d o  poma, i6. 

nomo : Skr. nacya [' new,' ' fresh,' ' young 'I. 
Samarobriva [i.e. ' Samarae pond,' Gliick, K.N. 731 : +cpor, 

sumar. [briva-cf. ' brio; ponte,' Gaulish Glossary just cited 
-is connected by Pictet with the Welsh briw ' breaking :' 
cf. Nhg. briicke, bridge.] 

Sego-dhon [Ptol. 11. 61 corresponds with Nico-polis. 
[The first part of the word may be = Vedic snhas, 'victory,' 

' strength,' which Benfey compares with Goth. sigis, A.S. sige, 
sigor ' victory.'] 

Sostornagus [between Toulouse and Carcassone] : Skr. 
sustha [' healthy,' ' happy '1. 

Tamarus [now the Tamar] : Skr. tdmara, n. water ' [' ein 
aus tdmarma geschlossenes wort,' say B.R. Taam amuis (now 
Tdf )  occurs in the Lives of the Cambro-British Saints, p. 611. 

Tatarachzcs : D. M. T. S I M P L I C I A N I  TATARACHI,  
found near Cologne, 1854. Verein im Rheinland, xx, 138. 
Of. the Fomorim Tethra, gen. Tethrach [see Three Irish 
Glossaries, xxxi]. 

Tazi-rnagzclus : Gliick, 49 ; Zend thwdsha ' heaven.' [ ' der 
unendliche Raum des Himmels,' says Justi,  who proposes to 
bring the word from thzcaksh, Skr. tvaksh. Siegfried obviously 
thought that  the Gaulish name meant 'servant of heaven,' 
coelicola, in the sense of ' worshipper of the heavens.' cf. also 
Tasi-nemetum for *Tazi-ne-meton.] 

Tecto-mdros: W. taith 'journey,' Ir. techt, [or] Skr. tak, 
takati, ' schiessen,' ' stiinen.' 

Ucetis : Skr. uzatya ['praiseworthy,' the name of an angiras, 
author of Rv. ix. 50-58; B.R. i. 870. I think Siegfried must 
have meant Ucuetis, the dat. and the acc. sg. of which occur in 
the Gaulish inscription of Sainte Reine d' Alise]. 

VergasiZZaunus [a chief of the Arverni] : O.Ir. ferggae 
[ foirggae (gl. Thetis, i.e. mare) Z. 13, fairggce, 2. 11251. 
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‘Peru-manduo [Gliick, K.N. 185, 1861 : Skr. uru [dp& 
for *warn, whence the compar. varlydriis, Ir. f err ,  W. gwell]. 

Pinnemaglos .- VINNEMAGLI FIL. SENEMAGLI 
c‘ the tombstone of V. son of S.’] . ArchEeologia Cambr. 1858, 
p. 406. Thia inscription comes from Winifred’s nunnery, 
Llanrwst, Tenby. Can Wingred be a translation of Vinfie- 
rnagli : quasi Pindo-magli, as [Sene-magli for] Sem-magli ? 

‘Polczcs in Catu-volcus: Skr. vrka. [If ao, Catu-volcus 
would be = an Old Teutonic *Hathuvulfs. Gluck compares 
Skr. valg ‘ to bound,’ Ir. folg ‘ alacer ;’I but a Gaulish G can- 
not be = Skr. g, and the root VALG is rather to be recog- 
nised in the name of the Pulgientes, a tribe of Gallia Narbon- 
nensis. Elsewhere Siegfried puts Priconium, generally written 
Uhconium, to vrka, ?&COP, vlupus] . 

V.- Old-lri.sh Etymologies. 
Aed  [n. prop. cf. Aedut, a80q], Lat. Aidius, Corssen 178, 

Skr. Cdha c‘ wood for fuel,’ better compare aidha flame.’] 
aibell .i. uiace [‘water’], C. 1466. [Siegfried gives no 

etymology of this interesting word, but he probably would 
have connected it with the root AB, to which Gluck has 
referred the river-name Abona (Tacitus and Geogr. of 
Ravenna), now the Avon, W. afon. Other comparisons by 
the last-named acholar, such as Skr. am.bu, &$POP, imber, etc., 
may be found in the Neue Jnhrbucher f. philologie u. paeda- 
gogik, 89%‘. u. 90“ bd. 908 heft, s. 600. Cf. also Arnbe; 
rivo.’ Interambes ; ‘ inter rivos’ in the Gaulish Gloamry 
above cited. 

aicmae C(genus’1, Z .  733, I suppose is = to aith + 
GANMAN [Skr. gunman, Lat. germen]. 

am [‘ t,ime,’ vedic] agnza, +pop, ‘ lauf,’ bahn,’ ‘ zug,’ BR. 
anacol, imba nacol, etc., Z. 710, read imb anacol dom f a  nacc, 

‘ whether there be protection to me, or not.’ Anacol occurs 
in Lib. Hymn. p. 20, line 3. 

arbhar [‘corn’], root BHAR ; cf. Nhg. er-tray. 
assu [Z. 284 = ] W. haws [‘ easier,’ compar. of hawdd.] 
atbCla, epil [‘interit, ‘perit’], Z. 840, cf. qudla ‘;ex,’ mg. 

qual, Skr. &z^ ‘ conteri,’ yijpaq, quern. 
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aidomindnastar (gl. deducar illuc) Z. 62, Bh. root naksh 
‘ire,’ ‘obtinere,’ Lat. nanciscor. [The form cited is an B- 

future from a verb whose &st pers. sg, pres. ind. L probably 
aithindnacur ; cf. findnacul.] 

bait% = villa, cLyop4, Skr. Eigrira, grLima, The root for all 
these may be in c;yflpo = BGVARYhfI .  [A trace of the 
Indo-European Y may perhaps be recognised in the u of 
7rav-7j./upw, &y6pv,x, pqrpaCy6pq9, and in the Hesychian 

bairgen [‘bread’], W. bara, Lat. far, O.N. [burr, stem] 

bkim [‘ blow’], cf. Skr. hanmanii ‘ mit einern schlag.‘. 
brcige ‘neck,’ dat. brdgait, W. brezcant, /3pbyxor [root 

GVAR, whence also pop&, uorare, Skr. grdvan, Goth. qvairnus. 
brecht ‘ varius,’ W. bm’th. [cf. Eng. bright, flagro, $X&ym.] 
bris [‘ break‘], Nhg. berskn. [Ohg. bratan, A.S. berstan ; 

perhaps Fr. briser is Celtic.] 
brzi, gen. bronn [‘venter,’ bronnait ‘ventriculo,’ Z. 593; 

Nhg.] gebam, Lat. hordus [and fordus ‘pregnant,’ soot 
BHAR]. 

buan, Skr. gava [‘ speed,’ Cormac, S.V. Buanann, explains 
bum by maith ‘good:’ so does O’Davoren. If Siegfried’s 
comparison be right, the adj. pavana ‘ treibend,’ ‘ schnell,’ 
‘rasch,’ BR., would be the exact counterpart of buan. In 
Welsh and Breton buan means ‘swift,’ and as an adverb 
‘ soon.’ For the change of meaning from ‘hasty’ to ‘ good,’ 
cf. moVGaZp.1 

dyupLF a;vo8op.] 

bar ; Kuhn, Herabk. 99, 

bziille [‘ a blow’] cf. ,MXXo,  POX^, P ~ X O ~ ] .  
caillkn [‘girl’], K O I ~ ~ V ,  ~chppr] [fem. KO+OF ex K O ~ F O P  = Skr. 

kharva ‘ small,’ Buhler. Caillin (Anglicized coZleen) is per- 
haps rather referable to tcaA69, Skr. kalybna]. 

calad .i. cruadh [’hard’], W. caled [Corn. cales, Br. 
kalet], Eng. hard [Goth. hardus. Pott, I think, compares 
cabd with Lat. callurn.] 

If  ggahrte ‘ fellow ’ is from fahren =Skr. 
Ear ‘to go’ Gaulish Carantius, 0.Ir. caru [gen. carat, an ant- 
stem] may be from the same root, and be, therefore, etymo- 
logically connected with it. . 

cara ‘ friend.’ 
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casacht ‘a cough) = W. peswch [Bret. pds]. 
cen ‘cis’ [Z. 823 : cen rian gl. cis Rhenwa] c ~ u l d  only be 

cerd [‘faber’], Lat. cerdo) Belatu- cardus? [Orell;, NO. 
Better assume with Gluck a metathesis of the dr of 

from EASMBT, ‘ from this side’? 

1966. 
cadrw, O.W. cadr]. 

ciall, W. pwyll ( reason,’ Lat. eallere. 
coire, W. pair, A.B. hver c‘ lebes,’ ‘ cacabus,’ E. ewer, O.N. 

hverr. The diphthong in pair would induce me to separate 
it from coire, and to bring it (and Bret. per) from PFOV. pairol, 
Diez, E.W. 11. 160, with the same loss of the final liquid as 
in Cornish f u  ‘fetter’ from “fual, M. Bret. hual, fibula. As 
to a similar loss of r, see gwaew, infra, p. 31.1 

colinn ( caro,’ Z. 740 = W. calon ‘cor’ [Corn. colon]. 
crichardn, W. cregyr c‘ a heron’], creyr ? 
Cruithne [‘ the progenitor of the Cruithnig or Picts’], W. 

[In the Ldws ii., 1124, Aneurin Owen makes Prydain. 
Prydain ( Britain,’ and Prydyn  ( Caledonia.’] 

curchas (gl.. arundo, Z. 841, cf. cdrex. 
dall [‘ coecus’], Goth. dval-s [Nhg. toll, E. dull]. 
delb [Welsh delw, Ma.nsjalloo] =for-ma, Skr. d h a m .  
descert, des-cert [‘ regio meridionalis’] = W. deheu-barth 

di l  [‘ carus,’ ‘ gratus’] L- A.S. til aptus.’ 
dire [ (a  fine,’ Brehon laws, passim], W. dirwy [which 

aocording to Aneurin Owen, Laws, ii. 1114, generally 
amounted to twelve kine or three pounds. Another common 
expression in the Brehon laws-Zbg einig ( price of honour,’ 
(einech) is the enep-tuerth ‘ honour-price,’ of the Welsh laws.] 

See Irish Glosses, No. 846, 
p. 1011. I see now that the b in doadbadar is no b at all, 
but a D. It is like [the bh in] adhbhcoide ‘advocatus,’ 
aidhbhersebir ‘ adverszrius,’ aidhbhean ‘ advena,’ and f d h b h  
[‘vidua’]. The word is compounded of ad- (not ate-, but ad 
ending in the consonant) and some root TAD, which is the 
common Welsh gwedd, f. ‘ shape,’ Z. 860. [Can the ’RZ in the 
Lat. modzcs be an instance of the change of a to m of which 
Bickell speaks, Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, xiv. 427 ?] 

[cert = W. par th  ‘ pars,’ des = Skr. dakshina]. 

doadbadar [ ‘demonstratur.’ 
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doforug, doforuch [gl. luo, gl. lavo. Z. 440, root U G ? ]  

druthmac [‘ bastard’], Ohg. tr4tiint. 
dtsecht ‘ death,’ W. andwyaw to ruin,’ from anta [in 8kr. 

Fiann, gen. fkinne [‘the Fenians’] O.Sax. mhi  [?I 
‘amicus’ A.S. vine. [I would rather compare A.S. uinn 
‘ pugna,’ Prinnan ‘ pugnare,’ on account of the double B, and 
also because of the meaning: fkinnid ‘champion’ is ob- 
viously derived from flann] . 

ftZire [‘ calendar’], fdZ ‘ festum,’ 2. xiv. W. gwyZ [‘hozi- 
day’], Skr. v&ci [‘time’]. 

fkn [‘plaustrum’], Ohg. wakan, Nhg. wugen. [W. cy-wain 
‘ to carry.’] 

few8 [= Lat.] a lms  [for %alnu.s? Siegfried thought that v 
in anlaut was sometimes lost in Latin before a vowe1,l and 
accordingly put arduus with Skr. drdhva for VARDHVA, 
alvus with Skr. ulud, m h a ,  and ars with Skr. vrt.] 

Skr. raiahxz [‘ washerman’]. 

end,’ death’] ? 

$u, W. gwiw [‘apt,’ ‘fit’], Skr. e6hu [‘equally’]. 
f o  [‘sub’], Old Celtic vo- in Vo-segus, Vo-bergensis, etc. 

fo- schon im Skr. vagciha fiir avagdha ‘ das sich eintauchen,’ 
Bopp. K1. Skr. Gr., 3te aufl. 75 [citing V6padEva 111. 171. 
I had suspected that Ir. fo-,  W. guo, was Skr. ava, and had 
compared doubtfully Ir. fuined in fuined grdne rsunset,’ 
Z. 432, with Skr. avanati. The 0.h. fudn, which is glossed 
by with ‘finis’ in Cormac’s Glossary (arco fuin dom din) 
may in like manner be Skr. avani ‘ the earth,’ here used for 
the grave,’ ‘ death,’ or the Vedic avuni ‘ bahn’ lad,’ B.R. 

here used for the passage to the other world.] 
fraigh .i. cris [‘ girdle’] C. 1467 [better fraich, 0.Celtic 

*waci-s], W. gwreg-ys [Lat. Zuqutus for daqueus ?] 
gae [‘spear,’ 0.Celtic gaisolz], Zend g a k p  waffe’ ? 

Spiegel [‘ lanzentrager,’ Justi]. The- Skr. &ti ‘ sagitta,’ 
mittere,’ explains both *gaisa and 0.h. 

gaith ‘ wind.’ 
[The ei in geimred is 

no diphthong, cf. gem-fuacht ‘ winter cold’ Senchas MBr.] 

flamma,’ root hi 

geimred ‘winter,’ Skr. hima-rta. 

* See Curtius Gricch. Ztym. 518, where olla (*vw&), (.)Mi, (v)ornareare cited. 
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gerr ‘ short,’ Skr. hrasva, ~ d p q e  
yil .i. lhm [‘hand’] C. 1446 = xelp, 0. Lat. Air [Skr. root 

Another O.Ir. word for ‘hand’ hr, whence harana ‘ hand.’ 
is cor, a fern. &-stem, the Skr. kara. J 

yilla [‘ servus’], A.S. cild. 
yiugrann (gl. anser), Z. 26, W. gwyrain ‘ barnacles.’ 
-gus, gen. -gusso, Goth. kustu ‘ examen.’ [O.Ir. Oingus = 

O.W. Uh-gust, cf. also O.W. Guor-gust, Lives of the 
Cambro-British Saints, p. 82. 0.Bret. Uurgost, Gurgost = 
Ir. Fergus.] 

iarn [prep. ‘after’] is AVARNA, formed like Auernus, 
supernus, internus, by putting N to the Japetic comparative 
in BRA. I Oee now in Breton warn, Z. 625, an important 
form=IVBRN, and believe that this form is sunk in 
Welsh in the great preposition ar = ARE. Ivernia is by 
this a shade clearer to me : it is as if the Romans had called 
some country Supernia or Esternia. 

fcc : W. iaeh [‘ sanus’ cf.] &dopa& [for yaniopi] as i E { o p ~  
[for y&opa~], Skr. yab. 

ind-eolid (gl. gratis), Z. 42 [deoZid ‘ clemens,’ deoladacht 
:clementia’ ib.] = Bret. a ioul: cf. W. ewyll ‘to will’ [and 
Corn. awell ‘ desire,’ all from A T  ‘ avere.’] 

Zau .is b6 [‘cow,’ is the] W. lo [gl. vitulus. There is a 
potter’s name Loua, Rev. Arch. xvi. 61 ? 

Zeman = Lat. ulmus, elm [Gluck, K.N. 118, compares Limo- 
num.] 

Zer, gen. Zir [ ‘ sea’] N?p&, Nqp~,&. [Siegfried was pro- 
bably thinking of Manunnan mac Lir, as to whom Bee 
Three Irkh Gbssaries, xxxiv, xxxv.] 

Zieig [‘ medicus’], Ohg. i-stem lachi [ldhhi, Goth. Z~?h&s, 
A.S. Zece, Eng. leech.] 

Zis  : W. llys [‘a court,’ ‘a hall,’] Zista. [I presume that 
Siegfried meant Ohg. Zista ‘ saum,’ ‘ borte,’ with which Diez, 
E.W. i., 253, connects It. Zista, Fr. liste.] 

Zub [‘olus’], Ohg. Zoup [A.S. Zedf 3, E. leaf? 
lungu ‘edo’ [Beitr. iii. 481, O.W. ro-Zuncas [gl. guturi- 

cavit], Z. 420 : Jlyncu ‘to swallow,’ (hence Eng. Zunch). 
Lhuyd compares Ir. slugaim, [cf. also] O.Ir. ro-sbgeth [gl. 

19 
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absorpta est], Z. 82, 468, Ir. slugad, Khg. schlucken, [Ohg. 
sluccan, ‘ deglutire’], X&, X h E .  

mann [‘an ounce’] : MANVA pibop [mann is connected 
with pL6voc (poGvoc) from MXNVA, as un-cia with unus. 
The Old Celts seem to have had an unit of weight as of 
length.] 

med [‘ mead ’3 : Skr. madhu, Ohg. metu ‘ mulsum.’ 
mess ‘ judicium.’ Skr. medhd ‘ wisdom,’ from MASDHA. 

[Elsewhere Siegfried conjectures that mess may be referred 
to the root MAN.] 

ncimae ‘enemy’ = na + amans [this was a conjecture of 
mine, Beitr. i. 4573, too pretty to be true : “ zu kluge kinder 
werden nicht alt.” [Perhaps cf. Ohg. n&ma ‘ praeda’]. 

ned [‘nest’] : W. nyth, nldus, nest, Skr. ndda, GANAS-DA. 
ndidiu, gen. ndiden, ‘ infans,’ na + VID [‘ to know,’] or 

na + TAD [‘ to speak,’] analogous to v+rms. [I gather from 
this that Siegfried regarded znjm0-s as = vq + FWLOF. Gobel, 
Kuhn’s Zeits. x. 399, proposes vq + +i-~oq ‘ ineptus.’] 

A point in favour of this equa- 
tion is the O.Ir. diminutive in -6c, which I consider to be 
= 6c ‘young.’ What would you say to making ua ‘grand- 
son,’ jlO.Ir. haue] = 6a ‘minor’? As you call ancestors 
majores, why not descendants minores ? 

dr ‘ gold.’ [As the change of s to 5- is unknown to O.Celtic], 
Ir. br, W. aur, can certainly not have been come from KUSAM, 
whence Latin aurum. But they may be formed [like Vedic 
usr& ‘ morgenlicht,’ Lith. auszrd] by a derivative syllable in- 
volving an r, and stand for .&USRAM. In  favour of this 
would then be quoted the 0.Prussian [ausis], and Lith. 
[auksis] word for gold. [See also Pictet, OrQines, i. 157. 
Elsewhere Siegfried regards 6r as a loan-word, and says, I 
think rightly, ‘ m Paulus gave P61, so aurum br.’] 

mc [in orcas, ‘qui occidit,) Z. 71, fris-orcat ‘ inficiunt,’ frisa- 
orcar gl. offenditur, 2. 845, orcun, ‘ occisio,’ Z. 711 Skr. arga 
‘ verletzung.’ [If this comparison be right, Zeues’ connec- 
tion (G. C. 71) of Orgetorix with orc falls to the ground, 
and in O.W. oryiut (gl. Caesar) the g for ch has arisen from G 

by the influence of r. An Old-Welsh gloss ocroill (for orcoill, 

6a ‘minor’ = ju-n-wr. 
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orchoill) gl. cessar i.e. Caesar, omitted by Zeum, occurs in 
the Oxford gloss on Ovid’s Art  of Love.] 

orpe [for orbe, ‘haereditas’]. Fine is the Ohg. neuter in 
ia, arbi = 0.h. mye (a nice word for Holtzmann’s identi- 
fication of Celts and Germans!) [The connection of the 
0.h. word and the Gothic arbja ‘heir’ with Skr. arbha 
‘proles,’ tends to shorn that, under the law of succession 
which prevailed among the primeval Celts and Teutona, 
lineal descendants were preferred to collateral heirs.] 

oswd [absurdly explained by 0s ‘mouth (Lat. 08) + 
cuiriudh, ‘expelling,’ MS. H. 3, 18, Trin. Coll. Dublin. p. 
73, col. 21 seems to contain the prep. ud = Eng. out, Gr. 
&-repop {from i;&repop, Skr. uttara.] 

raige [in Orb-raige, Os-raige, Ciarraige, Muscraige, etc.], 
Skr. rdjya, Goth. reiki [Nhg. reich]. 

runn [‘pars’], Ohg. rand ‘margo,’ both originally ,81 
break.’ 

sadhbh, [‘ an abode’], W. had&$ 
Sudb [a name] Lib. h a c h .  17a. 1. Skr. d d h u  [‘ good’], 

Lat. salvus for *sadvus, it%? [The Skr. sarva, with which 
salvus is sometimes equated, is elsewhere put by Siegfried 
with 080. sollus, Lat. sollers, sollennis.] 

sar [‘ great,’ sdr-maith ‘very good,’ sar-tol (gl. libido)’ 
Z. 834, sartoluch ‘ libidinosus,’ Z. 1059, sdr-chuimrech ‘over- 
fettering,’ Senchas Afar, p. 168], Skr. kshatra [‘might,’ 
‘dominion.’ I f  Siegfried be right in this comparison, we 
must assume an intermediate Irish form *sathr.] 

[Cf. Skr. rad ‘ to split,’ ‘ to divide’ 13 

skim [‘ macer,’ ‘ tenuis’], Skr. kshama. 
seintreb [‘ an old house,’ as opposed to the temporary moun- 

tain-habitation used in summer] = w. hen&@. 
8th [‘ bless thou !’I, Ohg. sekan , Nhg. scgen. 
slabrad [gl. catena, Z .  7691, Xap in e%,8ov, dhq+a. [I 

venture to think that ehq+a belongs to quite a different 
root. The assumption of a Qraeco-Celtic root ZAAB would 
explain the doubling of the X in the epic &Aapov for 
C u h a p o v .  So Aeol. h h s  for b X a o p ,  Christ, Gr. Lautkhre, 
1411. 

snecht [‘ mow,’ snechtd (gl. nives), Z .  78, Lith. snaipti, ‘ to 
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snow’], Zend fnia, pi!, qnaczb.t, ‘ ningat.’ [The corres- 
ponding root in] Sanskrit, snih, lost [the meaning of ninyere, 
as there is] no snow in [the plains of] India. 

talam [ ‘ tellus,’ W. tail], Skr. tula [‘ surface ’3. 
triath [gen. tre‘than, ‘ sea’], Skr. tritu [traitana] Tpirov, 

Tpiro-yBvera [Zend Thra2taona son of Athwya, the hero who 
fetters the serpent Dahgka], Pers. Feridm, Lat. fretum. 
[The comparison of fretum shows that Siegfried considered 
it to stand for ‘thretunt, as flu0 for *thho, Kuhn, Zeitschr. 
xiv. 223. I n  another place Siegfried connects W. f roen  
‘ nostril’ with Ir. sr6n ‘ nose,’ srennim, Lat. sterto ; cf. also 
sdernuo, sternuto. 

torad ‘fruit.’ Ebel’s derivation from RAD ‘to give,’ 
Beitr. i. 427, is spoiled by the th in the nom. pl. toirthe 
[O’Don. Gr. 88 : cf. also toirthech ‘ fruitful,’ Z. 250, toirthi- 
gedar, crescit’ Z. 446. Elsewhere Siegfried :connects torad 
for ‘toruth, with Zend urutha ‘ growth’]. 

[tuag represents an Indo-European 
TAUGHA, root TUGH, which is found in Gr. &rvxov, 
rvxfiv. 

uisce ‘ water,’ [from UD-kia] Skr. uduka. [Elsewhere 
Siegfried proposes to put uisce with Skr. aGha ‘pellucid.’ 
As to Ir. sc from dk,  see izfra, Part vii. As sc may be by 
metathesis for cs, the Skr. ukshdmi ‘Isprinkle’ should not 
be overlooked. The etymology of this word, whence Eng. 
whiskey is borrowed, is very obscure]. 

zir ‘fresh‘ [W. i r ] ,  &yp& ‘moist.’ [Hence, I think, zirda, 
hrdatu, Z. 66 = W. irdawd.] 

tuag [‘ arcus’], r65ov. 

See Curtius, Gr. E. No. 2351. 

VI. Welsh Etymologies. 
nch ‘ pedigree,’ [achen ‘ stock’] = Corn. echm ‘ stock,’ Skr. 

amhylu [‘ to blunt all round,’ Pughe] &p/3?dvo. 
anerch [‘to salute,’ ande + ARK. It is certainly very 

much like Skr. ~i‘, arzdmi, ‘ I praise,’ ‘ salute.’ 
anguib (gl. pudendas) Juvencus, p. 78 [See Beitr. iv. 392, 

where Ir. f k l e  ‘verecundia,’ and Lat. eereor are compared,] 
now anwyl. 

p a k d a  ‘ side’ ? 
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asseu: the -seu in W. asseu ‘left,’ Z. 785, is 8kr. savya. 
[This, I believe, is what was in Siegfried’s mind. What he 
wrote was this: ‘ ‘aseu apasavya means right.” The form 
msuy occurs in the Laws i. 12, 5 v. See Ascoli, Kuhn’s 
Zeitschrift xvi. 449 as to snvya scaevus, etc.] 

ad,  Juvencus, p. 1 (gl. moenia) the Lat. auh ,  may be the 
ad‘ dunghill ’ in Owen Pughe, (pl. suh), a polite metaphor. 
[In an Irish Glossary in H. 2, 16 (MS. in Trin. Coll. Dub.) 
I find elo .i. o a d  (’from nul’) mur doronsat gentia (‘a wall 
which gentiles made ’)I. 
banw ‘sow,’ Ir. banbh [:Corn. baneu ; here the 0. Celtic 

form was *banva. See Beitr. ii. 101, 102, a8 to the combi- 
nations RV, DV ; and add W. berwi, Ir. berbRad = Lat. 
ferveo, and W. chwerw = Ir. serbh.] 

Lat. 
fascis. Bascauda and fascis may both be deduced from an 
Indo-European root BHADH, Skr. badh, the s a x  in each 
case commencing with c. The W. hasgazud is probably a 
loan, otherwise it should elid in dd. ] 

bloesg [‘lisping,’] Skr. mlekc’ha [‘a barbarian,’ mleth, ‘to 
speak barbarously or confusedly.’] 

breenhin [Z. 162 = Corn. brentyn, bryntyn ‘noble,’ for 
‘bregentino], A.S. brego ‘ rex,’ Skr. bhrgu. 

bychodazug [Corn. bochodoc, Ir. bockt], Skr. bhikshu, E. beg- 
gar. Here KS = German G, as in pakshin = Goth. fugl, 
Eng. f o w l  ; akshi = [Goth. augo, Nhg.] arcge : makskikrl = 
Nhg. miicke [Ohg. mucca, A.S. micqe, Eng.], midge : raksdas 
[root raksh ‘to preserve,’ ‘ guard’] = Nhg. recke : lakshrnl 
[‘ prosperity’] = E. luck. 

cainc = Ir. ge‘zig [‘branch’], with the same confusion of 
tenuis and media as in ccnetl, and, indeed, possibly from the 
same root [as cenetl, viz. G m .  Cainc then = j  GANAKA, 
‘ offspring.’ [GANAKA, like Skr. ianaka, would probably 
mean ‘parent.’ I would rather compare with cainc, the Skr. 
@khd ‘branch,’ with gkug the Goth. gaggan. The Old- 
Celtic tribe-name rdyyuvob is perhaps cognate with the Skr. 
galigama ‘ moveable.’] 

cawr [‘ giant’], Skr. qavlra [qavara, ‘ a barbarian tribe.’ 

busgawd, [‘ basket,’ 0.Celtic bascauda Juv., Mart.] 
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Gluck, in his Rknos, Moinos u. Mogontidcon, has compared 
with cawr the Gaulish names Kavapop and Cavarillus. There 
was a tribe Cavari or Cavares in Gallia Narbonnensis.]. 

cegid ‘hemlock,’ [Corn.] cegas, Lat. cicuta, Eng. kex. 
cochl [‘mantle’], cwcwll [‘cowl’], cwf [‘a hood or cowl’] 

AS. cufe, cuhle, cugsle, cugle ‘cucuUa’, Ir. cochall, gen. 
cochaill, Lib. Hymn. [ed. Todd], 33. r&xOr. [What 
Siegfried meant was that cochl was = r i r b p ,  that cwcwll 
and cochdl were borrowed from Lat. cucullm, and that c w j  
was borrowed from A.S. cufe.] 

Conober (Bret.) = Ir. Conchobhar, Z. 109, as Corn. marek 
= W. marchawc [‘ horseman.’] 

cuddiaw [‘to hide’], EUDH, me [z&~o, Goth. huxd, 
Euhn’s Zeits. viii., 151.1 

cylch ‘ circle,’ KVAERA, m;lcXor, A.S. hvebl [‘ wheel’], 
Skr. Zakra. 

cyrchu, circare, Skr. i.ari.6 [‘ repeating a word’], redupli- 
cated from Zar. 

dawf [‘son-in-law,’ = Corn. duf, dd,  M. Bret. deqf‘], 
Skr. jdmdtr ,  yap-/3-p&, yener. [Rather refer dawf to the 
root DAM. The Bret gtver seems = yap-/3-p&.] 

echel [‘ axis,’ ‘ axletree’], Lat. ax+, @mu [Ohg.] aha.  
Euhocar (Bret.), *avi-su-cnrus. 
$on [‘staff], Ir. sonn. 
galzo, Eng. to call [A.S. ceallian, hilde-calla, Ir. esgal, 

accaldarn, *adgaldarn, etc.]. 
y a w  [‘ rough’], Ir. garbh , yaijpov, B-yavpip [‘ proud.’ As 

garw ie also cognate with Skr. garva ‘pride,’ Siegfried 
obviously thought that the diphthong in yaijpop arose in the 
same way as that in raijpop = Gaulish tarvos, W. tam, Ir. 
tarbh. If so, ci-yaup& is identical with Skr. sa-garva 
‘ proud.’ So elsewhere Siegfried identifiee pacpoc, &-pavp6~ 
with W. marw, Ir. marbh ‘ dead,’ i.e. MARTA.] 
giau [‘nerves’] /3&, Skr. $y(i ‘ bowstring.’ [Gliick com- 

pares with gi the Gaulish name Giegeus ‘ nervosus.’] 
glyd [‘ glue’] ykodv, gluten. [Rather Lat. glis, stem slit, 

‘ humus tenax.’] 
gnotaf ‘ I accustom,' ex *gndtatam. 
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golwg ‘ sight,’ Skr. rub ‘ look.’ 
guardam, Juvencus, p. 49, chwardam ‘ I laugh,’ N. Pers. 

chvdrden, Zend qhar. [Ascoli also has made this comparison.] 
gwaew ‘ lancea,’ 2.119, pl. gweywyr is Ir. faobhar ‘ edge.’ 

[So W.  brawd ‘brother’ pl. brodyr = Ir. brdthair.] 
gwas ‘ a youth,’ Gaulish vasso-, Skr. vntsa ‘ vitulus.’ [So 

in Irish ainder ‘ heifer,’ W. anner, is used for a marriageable 
girl.] 

gwasgawd ‘ shelter,’ Ir. foscad. 
gwefus ‘lip,’ gwe + bus, Ir. bus ‘mouth.’ So W .  

gwichiad, Corn. guihan ‘a periwinkle,’ Lat. vinca? 
ywlan ‘ wool,’ Skr. drnd [Ir. olann for ‘folann]. 
gwraidd = Lat. rddk .  
gwraig, O.W. gurehic %. 139, 205, 321, 816, old feminine 

in 1 like ywaix. 
ha1 melen ‘ lucus 0avus,’ Z. 289, Lat. saltus, 0.h. salt. 

[So all for aZt OCCUTB in Lib. Land.] 
[hebrwng ‘ conducting,’) Corn. hombronkyar ‘ duxit,’ 

P. 16, 1, Bret. di-ambrouga [‘ devancer, hambrouc, 116. 88b. 
‘ conduire,’] Eng. bring. 

gwely ‘bed’ = Ir. fo + lige. 

[Ir. frdmh from ‘fredh-mh P] 

heddi [‘ to-day,’] Skr. su-dyas. 
heddu ‘to make peace,’ root SAD [whence the Uaulish 

Sedatos, Sedati-dcon] . Sedullus. 
ia ‘ ice’ [Ir. a9, gl. cristallus], ON. jokull ‘ mona glaciei.’ 

[This comparison is also made by Aufrecht, Trans. Philolog. 
Soc. 1865, p. 4, who adds A.S. gicel, ON. j a k i  ‘ a lump of 
ice,’ Corn. iey ‘ glacies,’ W. iain ‘icy,’ Corn. yeyn, Br. idn 
‘ cold.’ The root is YAG, whence I would also bring Zend 
y&ma ‘ glass,’ for ‘yaghma, yag + ma.] 

iaith (speech,’ YAKTI, is a great German etymon : jehan, 
‘fateri,’ ‘affirmari,’ Grimm, Gramm. iv. 668. Skr. y&d ‘to 
ask.’ [Gliick puts with iaith Br. iers, the Gaulish river-name 
lactus, and Lat. jacdre.] 

iawn [‘ right,’ ‘just,’ Ir. ian i npr ian]  = Janu8 = *OF ? 
aa h w r  = Skr. ydbya. [Kuhn puts Janus with Zqdr, Zeits. 
viii. 80, and Siegfried elsewhere doubtfully compares with 
iawn the Zend ydna ( happiness.’] 
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Iudguallaun, Gluck, E.N. 183, Skr. yijdha [ ‘ warrior,’ 

llafn m. [‘a blade’], Ir. lann, f. [llafn and Lat. lamina 

llanc [‘a youth,’ cf. Nhg]  schlank, Lat. laxus, Skr. 

llong [‘ a ship’], Ir. long, (Magh lunga Z. 5, 106,) navis 

lludw ‘ ashes,’ Ir. luaith. 
llyaw [‘ to lick’], Skr. lih [Xelxro, lingere]. 
Ilyr-en [ ‘ water-plantain’] X E ~ ~ L O Y .  
maw = Ir. mam. [‘ a handful.’ 

from yudh ‘ to fight’]. 

are obviously cognate, although their genders differ.] 

glakshna. 

longa. DRBNGHA, ~ O X L X & ,  Skr. dirgha. 
[See Irish Glosses, No. 574.1 

So W. llaw = Ir. lam ‘ a 
hand,’ and W. rhaw ‘shovel,’ M. Bret. roe@= Ir. ram, 
Fr. rame, Lat. rcimus]. 

moch [‘ready,’ ‘ quick,’ ‘early,’ Corn. meugh], Lat. mox, 
Vedic makshu [‘ promptus,’ and adverbially, ‘ prompte,’ 
‘ mox,’ BR. The Old Irish m6 ‘early,” is probably = W. 
moch, as Ir. sd ‘six’ = W. chwech. But there is an Irish 
moch (gl. mane), Z. 564.1 

myyr [‘ majestic’], p a ~ p k .  
myn [‘will,’ ‘desire’], ~ Q V O F .  Skr. manas, and see Z. 
nyf ‘snow,’ [O.W. *nib,] Lat. nix [nivis for *n~oig, ul+a, 

ochr [‘ a side,’ ‘ an edge’]. 
p a r  ‘ a pair.’ 
powys ‘settledness.’ Cf. Lat. cubo, ~ e l p u r ,  Lith. poo. 

[The -60 of cubo Siegfried thought was from the root dhk, 
which with cir from KVI, would become *cufo, and then, 
regularly, cubo. This seems preferable to Curtius’ theory (G. 
E. No. 45) that the b has been developed out of a v.] 

pryder ‘ anxiety.’ A.S. hre%er [ ‘ pectus,’ ‘ eepecially as the 
seat of life and thought.’] 

YL+&-j * 

Skr. a p i  ‘ an edge.’ 
Ir. coraid. 

I t  occurs in the queer jingle quoted in Cormac’s Glossary, S.V. A:- 
“ Inn Bssar dam do 8.3 ” 
“ T6, maini mb mo 8. 

Ara taire mo h m6 ? ” 
“ Maini mB. do 6, t6.” 

‘‘ 1s thy can lent to me ? ”  *‘ It shall come, unless broken (is) mv car. Let 
my car come back soon.” Here 
0‘ stands for aga, ON. Gk, root AG, agere, and t6 is  t t e  Welsh claw.-W.S. 

“Unless broken (is) th car, it shall come.” 
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reatir (gl. torrentum), Juv. [p. 28,O.Ir. riathor]. Perhaps 
The a p has been lost. 

modern Welsh is rhaiadr, pl. rheiedr]. 
sawdl ‘a heel,’ [pl. sodleu, Z. 7861. 
sky [‘a shatter,’ ‘ a  bruise’], AS. sceacan. 
s y j  [‘a tendency to move’], Skr. kshubh [‘to become 

syrth [‘a fall,’ ‘ a  lot’], Lat. sors, sortis [or rather cf. 

tadcu [‘ grandfather,’ tad ‘ father,’ cu ‘ dear’], cf. beau- 
$is, schoon-soon [ ‘ bpaupkre would be a closer parallel]. 

tag [‘a strangle’], Skr. tali2 ‘ contrahere.’ [Pers. tang 
‘ angustus,’ ‘ arctus.’] 

Tegvedd [a female saint of the sixth century], fv(wvoq, 
*tacio-media. [Teemed Lib. Land. pp. 190,261 : Lives the 
Cambro-British &a&, p. 50.1 

tenau, Lat. tenuis [tano in the Oghamic gen. sg. Duf-tano 
‘ black-thin’ may perhaps be the gen. sg. of a primeval Irish 
tanu-s]. 

tirion ‘pleasant,’ like daiawn [‘ good,’ is compounded] 
with iawn : so gwir-ion [‘truly right’ = Ir.ftricin]. 

twll [m. ‘a hole’], Skr. tardman ‘loch’ [‘of€nung,’ BR. 
from turd, tyd ‘ spalten,’ ‘ offnen.’ Siegfried seems to have 
considered W. twll (= Ir. toll), as coming by assimilation 
from *toldo, *tordo]. 

Urien [the name of a warrior who lived in the fifth cen- 
tury] from Urogenus. 

ysgien [f. ‘ a slicer,’ ‘ a knife’] = Ir. scian, is simply and 
direct from the verb ysgiaw [‘to cut away,’ ‘ to pare’]. 

ysgwydd [‘a shoulder’], orcieq, Skr. skandha, A.S. sculdor. 
[Corn. scuid (gl. acapula), Bret. skoaz. The Old-Celtic form 
must have been *sc&da, which points to a root SKID. This 
being so, I should prefer to compare the Skr. hhid, ~ ~ G - ~ I I C L L ,  
atcoi3or ‘ a divider,’ ‘ distributor,’ Lat. sci-n-do, scidi. Our 
English term, ‘ shoulder-blade,’ shows that there can be no 
difficulty in referring a word meaning ‘shoulder’ to a root 
meaning ‘ to cut.’] 

Cf. fi~7rITrj [where the L is long. 

Ohg. stodal, postis. 

agitated’]. 

Nhg. sturz ?]. 
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V1I.-Phonetics. 

f from A. ri ‘king.’ O.W. dozs rtg ‘duo reges,’ Z. 157, 
Skr. rag ; f i r  (true,’ O.W. guir, Nhg. wahr ; mi ‘month,’ 
gen. mis, Skr. mas. 

[In fchtar ‘pars 
inferior,’ from is ( infra’ = *ico], Z. 147 j echtar ‘ extra,’ 
W. eithyr, uachtar ‘ pars superior,’ W. uthr, and [* Dechtar, 
( dextera,’ gen. sg. f. dechtire, in] mac Dechtire, the x must 
have become c already in the Old-Celtic period. So perhaps 
in bocht ‘ pauper,’ ex BOXTO, Skr. 6hiksh (to beg.’ 

P lost on account of accent: Ir. 
lethan, W. llydan, Skr. pythic, rAar&; Ir. athair, Skr. 
pitar [: So Ir. il, Skr. purzi, r o X Q ,  Goth. Jikus: Ir. ith 
‘ frumentum,’ gen. etho, an u-stem, = Zend pitu ‘ food,’ Skr. 
pit& ( drink ’I .  

d, ua =apa, &6: 6a = +rap : 
man = [svnpna,] h o o r  : cfoaid ‘ dormiebat,’ svdpaydmi 
sopio, and the loanword caut E caput]. 

Ir.  F for SV = W. chw : Ir. fairthe [.i. 
JEeadh, O’Clery’s Glossary] ‘ a feast’ = W. chware ‘ play.’ 
Ir. faireby ( glandula,’ W. chwarel ‘ kernel,’ lump under 
the skin :’ cf. Nhg. schwar ‘a sore.’ Ir. fedaim (a fedme, 
(quod circumferimus,’ Z. 441), W. chwedl ‘a  story.’ Ir. 

fillim ( I turn,’ W. chwel, chwylaw : Ir. faolchti ( a  wolf,’ 
W. chwilgi : [Ir. j a r  ‘ sister,’ W. chwi’awr, Skr. svasy] : Ir. 
farn ( vester,’ Goth. izvara [see Beit. iv. 396, where chwi is 
compared with ‘izvis, vos] From your do-phethar-su [‘ sororis 
tuae,’ Beitr. i. 4731 I would abstract only that sv may 
become f, which the O.Ir. orthography expressed byph in 
the middle between two vowels to distinguish it from f 
emortua in such places. But aa yet I see nothing in it to 
make me believe that sv ever became p dura on the Eranic 
analogy. [Another example of Ir. f from sv in anlaut is 
y b s  ‘ six,’ in mbrykser ‘ a heptad of persons,’ literally, ‘ a 
great hexad of persons,’ Beitr. i. 473, where I erred in say- 
ing that this f was not aspirable. So foaid ‘ dormiebat,’ root 
svap. The Gaelicpiuthar, gen. pethar = Skr. svasr is quite 

Treutment of the combination KST. 

Loss of P in anlaut. 

Loss of P in inlaut. 

SV in anlaut. 
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certain. This p from m sometimes becomes c (or has c come 
directly from sv, cf. Zend p from sv P) as in cadissin, ‘ ipse,’ 
Lib. Arm. 18, b. 1. = fadksin, Z. 373 : canisin (duun chanisin, 
‘ nobis ipsis,’ Z. 66, 1006 = fanisin, Z. 1004 : cttach ‘ left- 
handed,’ citdn ‘left hand,’ W. chwith ‘left.’ And as sv in 
anlaut often becomes s in Irish (cf. suan ‘sleep,’ Skr. 
suapna ; siar ‘ sister’ = svasr ; s t  ‘ six,’ W. chwech, SVAES, 
Zend khshhum, Zf ,  Fef : serbh ‘ bitter,’ W. chwerw) we may, 
I think, notwithstanding Siegfried’s doubt, put down at  least 
four representatives in Old Irish of sv in anlaut, viz. S, F, P, 
C. The solitary example of f a r n  ‘ vester,’ which is also written 
barn, in Middle Irish sometimes uarn, and now bharn, and 
waa certainly pronounced oarn, would make the possible re- 
presentatives of sv in anlaut no less than five in number.] 

Ir. uisce ‘water,’ Skr. udaka : 
Ir. rnesc ‘ebrius,’ mesce ‘ebrietas’ Skr. madaka [I do not 
know this word : mada means ‘ drunkenness,’ mudakara ‘ in- 
toxicating.’ The Ir. adjective brisc ‘ brittle,’ Breton bresk or 
bruek ‘fragile,’ if from brid-co, brud-co ; cf. Lat. frud in 
frustum from *fiudtum, is another example of this change]. 

The Welsh initial $? has given me 
more trouble than any other letter. Two or three words 
come nicely out of SBH: $er ‘ankle,’ a+vpdv: f a e h  ‘to 
fail,’ a+dhh : funen ‘ vitta,’ at+v6dq [Is not f i n e n  a loan 
from Lat. funis ?I Jest, ‘speedy ’ [mrovSaiog, m e d 6 w ]  : 
f l o e n  [‘ nostril,’ ‘ nose’] da+paivo,uas : f e z  cunning,’ q&- 
h o g .  Least said about them best. [Elsewhere 8iegfried puts 
W. f rac th  ‘fluent of speech’ from *freed with sprechen and Br. 
felc’h ‘ la rate,’ with Indo-Eur. SPLIGHAN [SPLAGHAN ?] 
whence Skr. plihan, Gr. a~h?jv, Lat. lien. To me it seems 
that most genuine Welsh words beginning with f point 
either to an Indo-Eur. SP, or (as in f r w d )  STR. Whether 
any $’ has come from SV remains to be proved.] 

I n  W. cyfred [‘ cause,’ ‘ course’] 
= [cyv + rhed=] com + ret, ‘ to run.’ Is the hard$? here 
due to the influence of rh? [A similar change of aspirated 
b (pronounced v )  to f from the in%uence of s = h occurs in 
the Old Irish honaif-leidmenaib, Turin gl. No. 91 ‘rak 

SC in inlaut from DC. 

Welsh f in anlaut. 

Welsh $’ in inlaut. 
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saniebus,’ for d naibh sleidrnenaibh (sleidna gl. sanies, Z. 733). 
So the Mod. Ir. foirfe is the O h .  foirbthe i.e. foirvthe, 
where th = h.] 

VII1.-Declension. 

GaulisA fern. ci-stems. I n  ‘ legionis secundes Italices,’ at 
Vaison (Soc. Ant. Fr. 16,143), quaere influence of a Gaulish 
genitive [in -&s, whence the non-aspirating -e of the Ir. fern. 
&-stems] ? 

0.h. ti-declension. Such genitives as ddnigthea, gen. sg. 
of dknigud, Z. 994, prove a gen. in AVAS = [the -eov in] 
7j%ov, a Vedic -u, gen. -vas. 

0.h. pronominal declension. For the gen. sg. fem. dena, 
aine [Z. 3481, the Latin unius should be considered. So 
inna [~i j~] ,  cacha, nacha, all pronominal, [the termination 
being] = Lat. -ius. The oldest form HYk3 might be in 
the common -e of [the gen. sg. of fern. 8- stems.]. 

Welsh u-bases. W. tant ‘string,’ pl. iannau, m. = Skr. 
iantu ‘a thread,’ pl. tnntavas. The W. plural in au (for 
-AVAS ?) from this and other words, [e.g. dagr = G&pv 
‘ tear,’ pl. dugrau, yd ‘ corn ’ Ir. ith = Zend pita, pl. yduu] 
appears to me to belong originally to u-bases. 

Cornish declension. I think we never mentioned the 
Cornish genitives which I have out of Lhuyd [Archaeologia 
Britannica, p. 2421 : rnarh, gen. rnerh, ‘ horse ;’ rnerh, gen. 
myrh, ‘ girl ;’I and datives : pen, dat. er dha byn ‘ on thy 
head’: kr& dat. in kreys ‘in the midst.’ [This extract is 
from a letter to me dated 3d August, 1858, the year before 
the publication of Mr. Norris’ Cornish Drama, in which, 
Vol. ii. p. 214, Mr. Norris also refers topyn, but calls it, by 
what must be supposed to be a clerical error, the ‘genitive’ 
of pen.] 

1X.-Gradation (Comparative, Superlative). 
That idea of Ebel’s [Beitr. ii. SO] that a kind of weak 

comparative was formed in ayans is queer. The irregu- 
larities between -iu, -a, -u, and total loss [of the termination] 

1 The genitives sg of Lhuyd’s are not supported by the MSS.-W.S. 
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as in ferr [‘better’], are natural, because the accent, which 
me know better of the comparative than of almost any form, 
is always on the radical syllable. This is worth noting, for 
it explains why such a very heavy ending as f h S  could be 
lost, whilst the simple derivative ia is never lost [in O.Irish]. 
From this you must start, and the W. -ach is at once proved 
an agglutination. I sent you a note once, pointing this out, 
and drawing your attention to that O.Ir. assa which is so 
frequent with the comparative, Z. 286. I am rather inclined 
to believe in this. I would assume an adverb connected of 
course with as ‘ex,’ the preposition, which became the 
standing appendix to the comparative, as :fox&, in Homer, 
with the superlative d p ~ o - r o ~ .  

[This 1 believe to be the note referred to :] W. h p  = Ir. 
8iniu [ = senior], and other examples prove too well that the 
comparatival TANS in reality is totally lost in Welsh, as it 
ought to  be from all we know of Welsh phonetics. The 
-achy Br. -och, must then be agglutinations, and the question 
is only, what word can have been agglutinated to the com- 
parative? After various trials, I fasten on [a form equiva- 
lent to the Irish] ass [‘ ex eo,’ Z. 5921, the proposition ex 
with a pronoun su5xed, perhaps. As in Modern Irish 
fearrde has arisen by agglutination out of ferr,  so W. hardach 
[‘amabilior,’ Z. 3051 I guess to be from hard(i) ach, ‘eo 
pulchrior.’ This ach has ultimately even been put to forms 
like guell, which originally kept the pure old comparative 
alone. [Elsewhere Siegfried quotes the double comparative 
Zleiach]. The function of assa in Irish with the comparative 
[see Z. 2861 makes this plausible. W. tecach, comparative 
of teg, is then for teg’ach,’ perhaps the ach is in the sense of 
‘ far out handsomer.’ [There can be no doubt that -ach or 
-ch is an agglutination, like the -et (Z. 307) of the compara- 
tive of equality (= Skr. yathd ?). Ebel’s theory (Beitr. ii. 
7 9 ) ,  that the old 9 of the comparative-ending is kept as ch, is 

1 The provection of q to c is duc to the elision of the followin vowel. This is 
the true explanation of the Cornish form haccra ‘uglier,’ whict Ebel (Beitr. v. 
132) brings forward BS an example of assimilation. Huccra, better Aacra, the 
comparative of hagw, i a  simply from hag’ra. The provection in the Welsh com- 
parative of equality and in the superlative is probably due to a false analogy.-W.S. 
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objectionable, first, because the change of simple s to ch is 
unknown to Celtic phonetics; secondly, because final s in- 
variably disappears, except in so far as its former presence 
is recognisable from the anlaut of the following words. I 
used to think that we had in the Welsh ch of the compara- 
tive an instance of the aspiration of the guttural tenuis, 
which is regularly effected by s, whether it precede or follow 
(c  see Z. 147, 171, 181) : that the tenuis here represented 
some Old Celtic conjunction = Fr. que, Ital. che, that the 
aspirating s was the termination of the comparative, and 
that the -a- of -a& Bret. -0- represented t,he old d of l d n ~ .  
But Siegfried‘s theory accounts better for the vowel of -acb,, 
and is supported by the Modern Irish agglutination of -de 
‘ de eo,’ Z. 596, to which he Tefers, and which O’Donovan 
(Grammar, p. 121) has correctly explained. Siegfried’s 
theory, too, explains the provection in Welsh comparatives 

O.Ir. tr6t-z’ W. tren [‘impetuous,’ 
‘ strenuous’], Gaulish *tremos. So Ir. knert, ‘infirmitas,’ 
Gaulish *exnertuos : W. chwedrg, ‘ sixty,’ for *svexdec-n. 
Comparative Ir. tressa, W. trech, Gaulish *trexi&s. The 
ldns is dropt entirely in Welsh, as in gwell, hyn (= Ir. sink 
‘ senior’), uch = Ir. uas, 0. Celtic 6xids. Superlative [O.Ir. 
tressam, SanctBin’s hymn, 11, W. traha, Z. 144, 784 [where 
it is translated as a positive], Bret. tTkc’ha, Indo-European 
TRAXAMA. A verb TRAX would be the intensive of 
TRAGH ‘to run’ (cf. ver-trugus, rpCxw, Goth. thragjan), 
and from irruere, seems to have had the meaning of ‘160- 
lence.’ Ir. trkise force’ = W. trais ‘ violence,’ whence 
treissiur [‘oppressor’], Z. 796, should then be TRAKSTI or 
TRAESTIA. [But this would give in Irish %-eclat or 
*trechte, and in W. Ytraeth !] That the positive should be 
TRAX-NA, and the comparative TRAX-IBNS, would not 
be unnatural. Many deGvative syllables of positives are 
lost so [in Celtic, as well as in Greek, Latin, and Sanskrit. 
See a note by Siegfried as to the sufEx -ra, PO in Three Irish 
Glossaries, pref. XXX.] Gaulish SACSANO, from SAES, 
from a root SAH, is a similar formation to *trexno8, 
TRAKS(A) NA. 

of 9, a, b to c, t, p .  
Comparison of TR~N. 
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Gaulish superlative in -imo. I. 0. Y. VXELLIM.’ seems to 
be to Jupiter, the highest’ : cf. Ir. uaral [superl. huaislimem, 
Z. 287, which exhibits a double termination *6xaZ - im’irno. 
Observe the assimilation in uxellim(o).] 

[The termination of the] 
Old-Ir. superlative nessam [‘ proxbus’], osc. nessimo, may 
be TAMA, for the simplex is naada in Zend. [The Old Welsh 
heitham Z. 1091, now eithaf ‘ extreme,’ is = the Latin ex- 
thus ,  and ie not the Old-Celtic name Cunotamos probably a 
superlative of cuno - 8, In Tolisto - boii we have 
perhaps a superlative in ISTA, Skr. ishtha, - L ~ o .  [The 
positive is perhaps foli-s, the epithet of Hercules, cited supra ; 
cf. also Herculi to~dandosso, Henzen, 5916.1 

In Celtic, as in Greek, Latin and Sanskrit, the suffix of 
the positive is often lost in the comparative. [Cf. O.Ir. mar 
‘great,’ compar. mdo O.W. maw, compar. nzui with Gr. 
pun-p6s compar. +uou from *pan-mu, Lat. mag-nus, corn- 
par. major] Ir. sir ‘long’ (=Lat. adrus) compar. sia, W. hir 
compar. huy. Skr. kship-?a, com par. kahep-iyas, dh-ra dao- 
Zyus, sthi-ra, stheyas, a l q - p 6 c  aiux-lou, &$-p6~, ixe-lwu. 

Superlatives in -tarno and -isto. 

altus ?’I 

X.- Aumerals. 
11. Bret. daoib, m., diou, f. As the original v [of the 

anlaut DV] seems to have been [here] lost in Old Celtic-else 
Welsh should have had dwau-the wy of the Welsh fem. 
dwy proves a Gaulish de”, whence Irish di. I n  Zend [uy& 
from] duyb, f. the y is purely phonetic. The Latin fem. 
duae may be plural, especially when we consider the neuter 
dua even in Cicero. Bopp, of course, regards it as=Skr. due“. 
111. Ir. tris ‘ tertius,’ is important. I think the s must 

be from tya. 
IT. Petorritum to be read pelro-rifum ? cf. Petru-corius, 

Petru-corii, Petro-corii, Gliick, EN. 158. 
V. O.Ir. cdic, W. pump. The Welsh u [of pump] postu- 

lates likewise Gaulish 0. The accent in cdic proves no long 
0, but belongs to the new diphthong oi. [I differ here from 

1 I have not been able to ascertain where Sip  flied found this interesting form. 
Nor, living as I am in this booklesx India, can f ierify one half of his references. 
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Siegfried : the di in c6ic is no diphthong, as is shown by the 
Modern Irish cdig, which would have been *caoig had the 
Old Irish form been diphthongal. I hold that the o was 
lengthened in compensation for the ejection of the n before 
the c ] .  

VIII. Goldstucker’s idea that AKTBM is the dual of 
KAT [‘four’] is lovely. That AM is the original dual 
formation is proved by Vedic Sanskrit, where it is .&V, by 
no means du. I think I gave you once the similar case of 
the Skr. locative of i and u -bases : rnati, m a t h ,  etc. likewise 
from am : hence in in pronouns : tasmin ‘in hoc.’ From 
AKT&% is the Irish ordinal ochtm-ad. 

[ I  doubt 
this. 0 . h .  dkc is a contraction of dkac, which occurs not 
only in Zeuss, 312, but in Fiacc’s hymn, Line 2 (maccdn sk 
mLUadan d&ac)-and in the FQlire, July 15 and Sept. 22. 
(h dd apstal &ac, and j iw  dib milib &ac,-aZways as a 
dissyllable. I n  this dtac the hard c points to an original 
NK (thus Di-ANK), which is perhaps preserved in W. 
deng. The word seems to have lost in inlaut a consonant, 
which I conjecture to have been p ,  as in Ir. caut from 
caput. The *dk-pank which we thus attain, I would regard 
as ‘ two fives,’ *pank = Skr. pahka.] 

X. Ir. dkc, W. deng, Skr. daqan, DANKAM. 

X1.-Pronouns. 

Notae augentes [ Z .  332, 3331. 
S g .  -sa, -se. 1. P1. 4. 

-su, -so, -siu. 2.  -si. 
-se. 3. 

Sg. 1, -sa (Z. 332), Skr. svayam, is sse after slender voweIs 
[and the ,II is] never infected. P1. ni [for h i ]  infected 
proves the vowel-ending of the Ferb. Sg. 2, -su (svayam) : 
the i [in -siu] must be by in%uence of the verbal slender 
ending. P1. 2, -si [the s] 
cannot be infected, being from SVIB [swi + sui 21. Sg. 3, 
-se is nota augens (is4 se, Skr. asli ayam sa? or again 
svayam ? 

Ir. Iusau, Skr. tvd svayam. 

P1. 3, no nota augens : absolute 6. 
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Miscellaneous Pt-onouns. Ir. som, sem, SVASXA ? int- 
fsiu [t-siu] = is + svayam. 

fadd’sin always reminds me of Skr. svadhayd, ‘ aponte’-a 
mere curiosity. [And fodc!in gl. ipse, gen. foddine, reminde 
me of Zend pbdaina f. das eigne selbst,’ Justi.] 

The great relative pronoun YA may be in O.Ir. id-mdit, 
gl. quotus, quantus, Z. 840, 1031, id = Skr. yathd [heidmkit, 
gl. quantus, Z. 10311. 

231.-Verbal Particles. 
Vedic smd, classical sma, has the power of turning a 

This smd I thought waa O.Ir. no 
I would rather identify with smd the O.Ir. mu, 

present into a past. 
[Z. 417. 
mu, Z. 419, and refer no to the demonstrative NA]. 

XIII.-The Verb. 
Denominatives. As Ir. tech for tegh ‘house,’ so is 

graaacharn [‘ gratias ago,’ Lib. Armach.] for O.Welsh 
*graaagham, which is really a beautiful Old-British thing,’ 
and proves the identity of the -aaf verbs with the [Irish 
verbs in] -aighim. The Old Welsh of the Luxemburg and 
Oxford glosses has never anything better than -aham. See 
Z. 498. “This is the -aydmi of the 
tenth conjugation,” says Bopp, ‘‘ which you have in Gap&, 
Gap&, domo.” But the phonetics will scarcely allow the 
identification. You may recollect when I explained them 
[i.e. the Celtic denominat,ives] ex -dcbmi by the great Celtic 
derivative -bc [the tenuis o f ]  which in that case must 
already in Gaulish times have sunk into the media. [This 
is established if I am right in connecting the Gaulish 
datazages with the Old Welsh verb datolaham.] 

[Elsewhere Siegfried writes : ]  The Greek -arw i s  likewise 
unexplained, for I cannot believe, as Bopp has it, that it is 
simply = AYAMI : that gives only -am. AKYAMI will 
explain much, and suit the derivative nature of these verbs, 
many of which have in Irish clearly their adjectives in -aka. 
[e.g. cumachtaigim, cumachlach.] The W. -aw [in the 

loan-word, from the Lat. gratiaa ago, with an Old-Welsh person-ending.-W.i. 

[See, too, Z. 796.1 

I doubt this : gramcham or gratmcham (as it is once spelt), seems on1 a 

20 
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infinitives of the denominatives, Z. 5211 proves [the former 
existence of a] g [in these forms] ; but this g could only be 
an early defectio [of c]. 

O.Ir. itargninim [gl, sapio prudentia, Z. 4311 is clearly a 
denominative, from GNBNA, ‘ knowledge.’ 

The status durus of O.Ir. -imm in the first pers. sg. [pres. 
indic.] active, I think we must take as an exception to the 
general rule of infection. It [Le .  the m of that person] is 
quite regularly infected in Welsh. I admit that it is uot 
desirable to assume such infringements of great laws, yet in 
the most frequently used forms they occur most frequently. 

[To bring] the s in O.Ir. Jilus [‘sunt’ (?) Z. 1007, 10091 
from -anti is rather daring. There are similar s in the 
secondary tenses : no-charmi-s [ ‘ amabamus ’1, no-charti-s 
[‘amabant’]. Should they not all go together? [I lately, 
Beitr. v. 114, compared$lus with the Gaulish karnidus of the 
Novarese inscription. But it is possible that jilus may be a 
singular, for the nom. cenklae, cedle, with which it is found 
in Zeuss, is a neuter plural.] 

The perfect in t [Z. 442, 5031. There are some very odd 
points about this: first, the direct opposition to Teutonic, 
where the derivative bases assume it [i.e. the root dhd]. 
.Again, as regards the s [in most perfects] the undeniable 
fact that this is properly a double SS. Then also the phonetic 
properties of that t .  It is th in Welsh [after r], which Ik 
will not come out of dhd, and also in Irish it acts more like t .  

I wish it could be explained ex STHA, which would serve 
both for the s- and the t- perfects. 

S is lost between R and T : Ir. tart = [Goth. thazirstei], 
Eng. thirst, TARSTI [Skr. tysh.’ So perhaps the Irish 
preterite ru-6urt ‘ tuli,’ from] *ruburSt, the Welsh kymerth 
[from *kym-ber-St]. 

Ir. cinteir [‘a spur’] Corn. 
An esample of the 

loss of 8 between K and K ia O.Ir. arco=Skr. arihdmi (ARSKXYI), Gr. 
t p x o p ~  (*crpuwo~). 

S is lost between N and T. 
1 Elsewhere Siegfried puts Ir. tirim, t i m e ,  with this root. 

80 perhaps Corc=A.S. b a c  ‘veIux,’ ‘caUidw.’ 
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kentar = ~ i m p o u ,  ~Qvrpou,  Skr. castram [‘ sword,’ knife’], 
ex EANSTRAM. [cf. also 0.h. claintech (gl. dentatus) 
with Skr. dal’zshtra, and perhaps Ir. saal, W. chioant ‘ desire,’ 
from SVANSTA, root SVAS. So in French contraindre 
for con-s-traindre]. Thus Welsh a gant ‘cecinit’ [Z. 503, 
may have arisen from a canit] .  

S is lost between E and T :  from ex comes Ir. ech-tar, W. 
eithyr, [eithf], from *& comes Ir. uachfar (W. Ulhr ? So 
is Ir. dokcom-nacht [‘ communicavit,’ Z. 4421, from -NAKST 
and W. doefh ‘venit’ root AK,ANK [from *doect, *do-ak-St. 
See above, Part VII.] 

The 0.h. preterites in -ai would appear the most easily 
explained. Why should they not be imperfects? r’ind- 
arpai [Z. 435, for r’ind - arbai ‘ exheredavit,’ ‘ ejecit ’ 3 = 
ARBHAYAT, as Skr. aydinyat. [Other examples of this 
preterite (?) are an-as-ro-chumlai igl. profectum), Z. 840, 
do-r-intai interpretatus est,’ Z. 1064, ro - d - scribai ‘ id 
scripsit,’ Book of Deir, colophon. Might these perfects 
be explained as out of -c iv i ( t )?  cf. the fourth line of the 
Limone inscription, tome decavi (as I read it conjecturally) 
where tome is perhaps a pronoun ‘ me,’ decavi = Lat. dicavit 
and Obuldunu Tinu, in the nest line, the dat. sg. of the 
name of the god to mhoin the dedication was made.‘ Or 
are the Old Irish preterites in -u, -iu, to be referred to h i t ,  
iwit ?] 

0.h. do-r’-acra’id (gl. exacerbavit,), Z. 434 : [the termina- 
tion] seems = the Welsh -mud, Z. 504. 

The 0 , I r .  s- futures. I am really much gratified that you 
believe in the s- futures [see Beitr. iii. 511. You are cer- 
tainly right [in saying] that they construct very much like 
subjunctives. Yet if we can sustain them on further inspec- 
tion, it will be a pity to have them go by that queer name of 
s- conjunctives. Might you not call them ‘ (3) the old 
s- futures used as conjunctives’ ? 

1 This inscription runs (as I read it) Tetumvs Sezti (filius) dtqiava S ~ Z ~ O U ~ ~ J  
tome decnvi Obddunu Tinu. Here d u g k a  (a masc &stem?) is probably the 
name of a magisterial office (protector I) 
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Belatu-cadm : bslatu seems an infinitive in -tu [cf. the 
O.Ir. infinitives in -ad = ATU, ud = ATU, Z. 459, 4601. 

Ebel’s theory [Beitr. i. 162, iii. 2691 of the [O.Ir.] 3d sg. 
pret. passive being the participle, would not explain the 
impersonal constructions, Z. 475. 

The secondary forms no-lintae [etc. Z. 4701 are clearly to 
be explained like the relative, an -e being agglutinated. 

The [corresponding] Welsh forms are convincing enough 
against this participle-theory. 

O.Ir. at6 [‘is,’ a t+ td f .  Skr. root slhd, Lith. stdwrni; 
= Skr. tishthdmi] is tenth class, Bopp, V.G. ii. 265. [IS 
Ir. tci = Lith. st6w ? Siegfried elsewhere puts with Ir. la’ 
the Welsh taw, which Pughe calls a conjunction, and trans- 
lates by ‘ that.’] 
0. Ir. bieid ‘erit.’ Skr. bhavishyati : blam, bhavishydmas : 

bieit, bhavishyanfi. W. future bwyf [‘ero’] = a Gaulish 
bbami. 

XIV.--Yre$xes and Susxes. 
The Ir. negative prefix am-, W. af-, may be the Skr. sdmi- 

[;lp~1 ‘half,’ Lat. semi, Ohg. sami, A.S. sdm- in sdmboren 
‘ abortive,’ sdmcwic ‘ scarcely alive,’ ‘ half-dead,’ sdmwb 
[‘ semi-Sapiens,’ ‘ parum sapiens ’1 = Ir. aimfksach ‘ inscius.’ 
The am-, as it ought, infects, and is rarely in umlaut, because 
it comes from bm-. 

[So elsewhere Siegfried compares another Irish negative 
prefix nemh (in Old Irish written neb i.e. nev) with the 
Vedic ndma, ‘ half.’] 

The susx tvri. I explain the O.Ir. claideb ‘sword’ [w. 
cleddyf] by the derivative -tvd. [Is the root = Skr. klath 
‘ to kill,’ ‘ to hurt’ ?] 

That the derivatives in -unno [Z. 7371 are from u- bases 
can be proved by examples ; and considering the connection 
of u with VANT, we may even guess -unno to be out of 
VANTIA. 
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XV. --Miscellanea. 
Glosses from the Brehon laws :- 
dind .i. talam [‘terra’], Curry, 2016. 
dinn .i. cnoc [‘collis’], no ard [‘altus’], no uasal [‘nobilis’] 

no aibinn [‘amoenus.’ In this sense dinn is perhaps con- 
nected with Skr. dhinv ‘ t,o satisfy,’‘ to please’], C. 2036. 

cumbach .i. brisidh [‘ fractio’], C. 2061. 
focechlaitis 2043, .i. ro-tochlaidis [‘ fodiebant’], redupli- 

[certainly ! the root is caZ, PAL, whence Lat. pala. 

cob .i. buaid [‘victoria.’ With cob, Gluck, K.N. 45, 

oghma .i. fulang [‘ sustentaculum’? root UG in Skr. ug-ras, 

Graine [leg. Gwinne ?I .i. Eire [‘Hibernia’], C. 2068. 
bri .i. sliab [‘mons.’ So in O’Davoren’s Glossary bl.i .i. 

Mach (‘ a hill’), no fogus (‘ or near’), ut est cingit go brigh, 
‘ they go to a hill.’ See Gluck, K.N. 126, and cf. perhaps 
Skr. bhygu, [‘ a cliff,’ sliabR Beems = W. lllcyf, f. a platform,’ 

badhba .i. tuath no folIus [‘a district’ or ‘manifest’], 1373. 
coicce .i. fedil [‘flesh,’ cf. coquo, Skr. pub, ~ m r - ? I .  
midh .i. leth [‘half,’ W. Zled]. 
midbae .i. grainne [‘ a grain’]. 
fuach .i. focoZ [‘ a word’], C. 1402. 

cated ? 
Cf .  W. paliad ‘ to dig,’ Corn. palas, Br. palat.] 

puts the Gaulish names Coblauno, Cobnerta, Ver-cobius]. 

agas, &y&, etc. ?I, C. 2067. 

‘ loft ’3. 

Skr. vd6 or Lat. vox P 

Conmarch pinxit hoc chirografum rege suo poscente Con- 
cenn, Williams, Enzuogion Cymru, s . ~ .  Cynuarch. Concenn = 
Cyngen, prince of Powys, A.D. 500. A second Cyngen of 
Powys, A.D. 804. 

Hibemao-latin. Reeves’ Adamnbn’s Vita Columbae : cojux, 
domucula, quadringensimus. Book o f  Armagh: ch for h, 
tracho, vecho, vechiculum : sc in middle, soft ? ascella for 
axella, Ad.  : omission of v : $&us, plu-ia, aesfe-us, a-uncubs. 
Book of Eells : beire €or bibwe. Book of Durrow : quibos for 
cibos, aabulus for diabolus, denouo for denuo, introuisset for 
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introisset : uelud, capud for veld,  caput: istut for istud, 
meddurn for metum. 

fetsit [in Hiberno-latin], for fecit, is exactly the German 
pronunciation. The German pronunciation of Latin init,ial 
v, i.e. as f, has been explained by the influence of Irish 
teachers. Even now there are many people in Germany that 
pronouncejerbum, f inum, feritas, for verbum, vinum, veritas. 

~~ ~~ 

[The formula Caput Chrisli, etc. Zeuss, G.C. 926, is better 
preserved in a MS. of Trin. Coll. Dublin,] H. 3. 17, col. 658 : 
Caput Christi. oculus Isaiae. frons Heliae. nmsus Noe. labia 
Iob. lingua Salomonis. collum Matthei. mens Benjamin. 
pectus Pauli. gratia Ioannis. fides Abrache. sanguis Abel. 
Scs. ecs. scs. dns. ds. sabaoth. amen. 

THE CELTIC NANES 13 CBSAR.' 

Die bei C. Julius Caesar aorkommenden keltischen Ramen in ihrer 
Echtheit fcstgestellt und erliiutwt. Ton Christian Wilhelm Gliick, 
Miinchen, 1857. 

This is the first sign of life shown by the new school of Celtic 
philology-the school of Zeuss. Four years have passed away since 
that great philologist achieved, single-handed, the reformation of 
Celtic studies by his astonishing Grammatica Celtica. The have 
passed away in silence. There has been no one competent togview 
that master-work-no one to impugn it i f  were wrong-no one to  
raise one inch higher the structure of which he laid the foundation. 
To think that this state of things could endure much longer, would 
be to despair of the cause of learning. We are far from taking so 
desponding a view. If the best men, and those who are most called 
upon, have done nothing yet to  derelope further the principles of 
the Grammatica C'eltica, we trust-and in more than one instance 
we know-it is because even the best have not yet done studying it. 

He solves the great Celtic problem, 
which for centuries had b d e d  the scholars of England, France, and 
Germany-he gives us a sudden and complete light, where we had 
made up our minds to  sit for ever in darkness-he creates a critical 
method where dreams and license had become a chronic disease- 
and when he has achieved all this, there is hardly a voice to say, 

1 From the scrdwday Beview for Dec. 26, 1887. 

Zeuss's case is a rare one. 
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“ Well done !” Dozens of men have heretofore made names for 
themselves in the same field by mere bungling and pretence ; but 
the man of paramount merit and genius dies without so much as a 
word of praise having reached his ear. These are sad thoughts, and 
they seem to have been present to the mind of Herr Gluck when he 
penned the preface and some other passages of his book. There 
is not a little of the saeva ,ilzdignatio in this honest work. Herr 
Gluck uses very strong language against one or two of those in- 
curables who go on writing on Celtic matters as if Zeuss had never 
taught anything. But let there be an end to this folly. Let no 
man henceforward be listened to on Welsh grammar, or Irish gram- 
mar, or any subject of Celtic philology, who does not first give 
evidence that he has understood and mastered those fundamental 
principles which Zeuss has at last taught us. And if men like 
Moue-who, as a German scholar, ought to have known better- 
will still indulge in books after the fashion of General Vallancey 
and Davies of the Celtic Researcks, let them not complain when 
their performances are not very leniently spoken of by scholars. 

That Herr Gluck himself has studied Zeuss is apparent in every 
line. We mean not to disparage his merit when we say that the 
better half of his work was done before him by his master. So i t  
will always be where a leading mind strikes out a new road. At  
any rate, Herr Gluck cannot be denied the merit of having been 
the first to follow. The title of his book is a proof of his modesty. 
The work comprisea much more than the names in Csesar ; it is in 
fact a critical and etymological examination of nearly the whole 
body of antique Celtic names, which fortunately are numerous 
enough. What with our present means can be done on this subject, 
Herr Gluck has done conscientiously, and the result is not unim- 
portant. I t  will become still more important when the necessary 
materials for study-the collections of inscriptions, and the Welsh 
and Irish dictionaries-shall be in that condition in which they 
ought to be. But, without speedy exertion on the part of native 
Celtic scholars to furnish these, especially the latter, the progress of 
the new knowledge must be slow, even after such extraordinary 
efforts as those of Zeuss. We hope they do not mean to  leave al l  to 
be done by the Germans. If  societies and academies in Ireland, 
not to  speak of patriotism, think it unnecessary to erect the mo- 
nument of at least a tolerable dictionary to the ancient idiom of the 
country, which is actually dying away unrecorded - if Welsh 
Eisteddfods will for ever go on playing at Bards and Druids to  the 
tune of Owen Pughe’s uncritical Welsh lexicon-then, indeed, it 
will be of no avail that Z h s s  created a method of Celtic cornparatire 
philology, for there will be no trustworthy material upon which to 
bring that method to bear. Celtic philology muet rise-we require 
it for linguistic science, and for the history of our European race. 
If this want is not yet felt here, it is felt in Germany, aa is proved 
by the fact, among others, that at Berlin a promising journal has 
been started fur the critical cornperison of Coltic and the cognate 
languages. 
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Since we know that  the Celts came neither from Egypt nor 
Phcenicia, but  are  our fratrea germani-of the same blood as the 
Slavonians, Germans, Greeks, and all the rest of us of Aryan 
descent-we can no longer afford to  remain in ignorance about 
them. Their words are our words, their first experience and 
acquirements of life were the same as ours, and we must know 
them, in order to  know ourselves. The chief difficulty here was, 
and is, that the antique language and lore of Gaul and Britain are 
EO totally lost. As we have no monument of ancient Celtic litera- 
ture-nothing like a Celtic Veda, or Eomer, or even Ulphila, 
proper names acquire a much higher importance here than in  the 
sister languages. In point of fact, the Gaulish and British names 
are to us the Gaulish and British languages. Herr  Gliick therefore 
judged quite correctly when he considered them in the first place 
worthy of a special examination. W e  do not think that it was his 
chief aim to contribute to the critical restoration of the texts of 
Caesar and some other classics. In  this respect certainly, all classi- 
cal scholars will feel obliged to  him ; for it will be agreeable hence- 
forth to read our Czesar, Tacitus, or Pliny, without meeting those 
utterly ill-epelt names which were real eyesores,’ and it will be 
interesting to  be informed how the same names there recorded of 
Celtic men and places are to  this day found reproduced among the 
Welsh and Irish, illustrating their kindred descent. But of far 
greater importance are the lessons i n  Irish and Welsh and common 
Indo-European etymology, which owing to  Zeuss’s discoveries of 
the phonetic analogics of Celtic, we are enabled to draw from thosc 
names. Already Zeuss, and now again Herr  Gliick, by strictly 
applying the laws of phonetic changes, have succeeded in  discover- 
ing in  them, and interpreting, a large number of Old Celtic nouns 
and roots. Their form being so much fuller and nearer to the com- 
mon prototype, a t  length supplies that  link between the still older 
forms of the common Japetic stock, and the worndown ones of the 
two modern idioms, the want of which has caused such unparalleled 
confusion in the rarious attempts to  solve the Celtic ethnological 
problem. 
1 he number of names of Celtic deities, gathered chiefly from the 

inscriptions, is surprising. They are now sure to attract fresh 
attention. Comparative mythology, although as yet in its infancy, 
has already beconie important as regards the five non-Celtic families, 
in  consequence of the brilliant researches of Grimm, Burnouf, It. 
Roth, Max Miiller, and others. To include the Celtic pantheon 
within the circle could not, before the time of Zeuss, hare  been 
safely attempted. Jacob Grimm alone had occasionally given us an 
important hint as regards this subject. But  it mill now be feasible, 
by careful analysis, to show whether or not, among the two hundred 
or more names of Celtic gods and goddesses, there be any actually 
identical with those of the cognate nations. The similarity of form 

1 I t  would be still more agreeable to read our Laureate’s Boadicea (Boudicca) 
without meeting such gibberish aa “ Catieuchlauian,” “ Trinobant,” for Catu- 
vellaunian, Trinovant .-W. S . 
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is often great-as between Se,gomon (the Mars Victor, German Sieg, 
Sanskrit root sah) and the Norse Sigmundr ; between Apollo 
BeZenus and Balder, Slavonic Bjelbog; between Sirona, whom in 
four out of the six marbles dedicated to her, we find associated 
with Apollo, or Apollo Grannus (cf. the  Irish grian, the sun), and 
% A h .  But all these coincidences may turn out to be purely de- 
ceptive, and we cannot attach the least weight to them till they 
have been thoroughly analyzed by a linguist of Zeuss's school. 

Similar observations apply to that world of mediaeval Irish and 
Welsh traditions, out of which hitherto scarcely anything has been 
wrought but mischief. I f  they have crumbled to pieces as historical 
evidence, they rise now before us in a different and no less interest- 
ing light, as national structures of fiction-the most elaborate, 
perhaps, preserved in the West-and as such they ought to be 
critically examined. W e  know what Grimm has done for the 
mediaeval lore of his nation--here is a corresponding task worthy 
of the highest ability of any Celtic scholar. W e  want a competent 
linguist to tell us whether it be right or wrong to connect the Heon, 
or Huon, and the IZu gadarn of the Welsh, with Mars Segomon, or 
the Finn mac Cumhail of the Irish with Mars Camulus, in  the same 
way as the kings and heroes of the Persian ShihnSmeh have been 
recognized as gods in  the Veda and Zend Avesta. 

With respect t o  personal names, Herr  Gluck's work reminds one 
again of a very perplexing fact. It is undeniable that there are 
8ome among them which are found, not only similar, but, etymolo- 
gically speaking, identical in the Celtic and German nations, 
though unknown to the other families. The Celtic Caturix (Mars, 
lord of battle) is the German Hadurich ; the Old Welsh Catmor ( i . e . ,  
CatumLros, warrior) is Tacitus' Catum&rus, the later German 
HadumLr ; Segomaros (victorious) is S i g u m h s  ; Toutiorix (Apollo, 
lord of people, is Goth. Thiudareiks, 0. IT. German Diotrich; 
Ambiwix is Germ. Emmerich, Albiorix, Germ. Alberich, Elberich. 

How are we to account for this ? Herr Holtzmann, indeed, has 
hk answer ready. He says they prove that it is a vulgar error to  
imagine that Celts and Germans were two distinct nations instead 
of ouly one. But  that paradox, we think, will make but few con- 
verts. Did 
they originally belong to  Greek, Latin, Sanskrit, as well, and become 
obsolete only in those languages ? This seems hardly more probable. 
Why should not, if not these, a t  least some other Japetic names, 
be fouud preserved in  common between those other families? I t  
would not be in itself absurd. The term for name has been common 
to us all from the time of the unity of our Aryan ancestors; and 
actual personal names may, therefore, not improbably have existed 
as common to all the branches of the Indo-European family. 
However, for the present, me may be contented with the belief that 
either Germans or Celts borrowed names from the other a t  an early 
period. Even in barbarous nations this seems to be a matter of 
fashion. W e  know from Jornandes that the Germans had, in later 
days, a taste for Hunnish names, and actually adopted them. 

Can these names then be relics of the Japetic unity ? 
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Herr Gliick, in order strictly to  keep on safe ground, may have 
confined himself almost too much. Why will he, in none of the 
many words compounded with dumnm, allow this to be akin to the 
Latin dominus, Sanskrit damana? His reason we suspect is that 
the word is no longer found in Welsh and Irish. Yet Zeuss quotes 
coimdemnacht (gl. dominatus) and comdemnigedar (gl. dominatur) 
from the Milan glosses ; and even without them we should have a 
right to expect damana, lord, in some Celtic shape, for it is certainly 
of Japetic antiquity. With Vejugodumnus, therefore, might have 
been compared a Sanskrit form, yugarlamana (lord, or tamer, of yokes 
of cattle), and perhaps in like manner jayadarnanu (lord of victory) 
might have been placed beside Geidumni. The name of the 
mythical Irish king Eiremhon we find again in the antique 
Ariomanus and in the modern Irwin. I t s  affinity with Teutonic 
forms, mythological and others (Arminius, Errnanaricus, Irmans61,) 
is obvious-no less its relation to  Aryan names of India and Persia, 
although we must leave doubtful any mythological connection 
between King Eiremhon and the god Aryaman of the Veda. 

We are glad to find in Herr Gliick's work the names Robannitiw, 
Gobanus, the modern Gowan (Welsh gof, Irish gobha, gen. gobhann, 
smith), because we see in them a strongargument against the theory 
that the stone-period of the antiquary ever coincided with any stage 
in the separate existence of the Celts. The ancestors of our Indo- 
European race had outgrown the stone period before their separa- 
tion. If, then, the 
antiquaries establish a stone-period for Ireland and England, it 
cannot belong to the Aryan Celts, but must be referred to earlier 
inhabitants-the real aborigines, of whom history and philology 
know nothing. Zeuss, with his unfailing eye,' was the first t o  
identify faber and gobanus, and analogy proves him t o  have been 
right. 

Herr Gliick has shown himself so well acquainted with the 
numerous and widely diffused sources of the remnants of antique 
Celtic, that we wish he had gone one step farther, and taken with- 
out exception the whole of what remains. A critical compilation 
not only of all the names, but of the Celtic glosses of classical and 
mediaeval literature, and of all remains of this nature, is an impor- 
tant desideratum. I f  Herr Gliick would undertake a complete 
collection of the bl$rava linguae Celticae, the work would be in 
safe hande. 

I n  taking leave of the author, we beg strongly to urge upon him 
the necessity of supplying his book with an index, without which 
it can never be either half so useful or so popular as it deserves 
to be. 

1 Zeuea's ' nnfailing e e'--rrdvTa i8&v Arbs d@ea+bs wal d v s a  vofjuw-waa 

They had already carts, boats, and metals. 

here at fault : for Kuhn Eaa shewn thatfiber ia the Skr. dhdtr.-W. S. 




